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tional Fund out of the net proceeds ~f the public lands an,d 
the net receipts of the patent office, which passed the Senate be-
fore the holidays. will not be reached in the House during the 
present session. There is a strong disposition ·among the States 
Rights' members of the Lower House to resist that c1aus~ of 
the bill which affixes conditions to the annual payment of the 
proceeds of the fund to the several States, as it involves the idea 
of Federal sup·ervision, which is very repugnant to the feelings 
of SOnTe of these gentlemen. In the Senate this feeling was very 
inconsiderable, and it is to be hoped that it will not prevail' iIi 
the House. 
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We call the particular. attention of our patr~ns and every one 
receiving a sainple copy of this paper, to our offer to send THE 
WEEKLY, on trial, THREE MONTHS for TWENTY-FIV~ CENTS. 
The regular subscrip tion price of this paper is $2,50 a year, and 
it will be main tained at that, excepting only for these trial num-
bers. : We are well persuaded that if the teachers of this coun-
try once learn what kind of a paper we publish, they wiII feel 
that they cannot well afford to be without it, as it, will contain 
educational intelligence from all parts of the world, and contri-
butions from many of the first educators of the land. 
Upon rect(iving the SUbscription books ,of THE WEEKLY from. 
. our predece1;sor, ·we had reason to fee~ . satisfied with the num-
ber of subscribers on the lists, as it was larger than we expected. 
But we are not satisfied to have that number remain at the old 
.• figures . . In 1878 there were 271,144 'public school teachers in 
the United States, of 'w.hom, judging from the newspaper direct-
ories and the postal records, a very small proportion 'take an 
educational journal. This is unprofessional. If it is the fault 
of p·ublications c.alling the~s.e~v~s educational journals, the 
papers shou~d be Improved; If It IS the fault of t~a~hers, th·ey 
sliould improve. We take this means of introducmg.ourselves 
to teachers, school directors, trustees and family cir~les where 
the love of education is enshrjned among the household Penates. 
Send us the twenty-five cents in postage stamps ~r otherwise, 
and ask others to do likewise, and you and THE WEEKLY shall 
forth~ith enter upon an acquaintanceship which we believe will 
pr.ove mutually pleasant and pro(jta~le. 
The kindergarten movement. is steadily gaining strength. It 
is but a few weeks since the Minnesota Board of Normal Regents 
voted to attach a kindergarten to the Winona Normal School, 
and now it is settled that our Cook County Normal is to have, 
an addition· of the same sort. Whether kindergarten schools 
ever become a part of our common school system or not, all 
primary teachers should be familiar with kindergar!en ~ethods 
and be imbued with the spirit of the true kindergartner. . Th~us 
.. impued he will fl~d it, possible to modify the prevailing methods 
Unusually full notes of the proceedings of the Michigan, Indi.;-
ana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota State Teachers Associa-
tions will be fouhd occupying rather more space than we usually 
give to Western State news, forcing us to carry fIlost other State 
matter over to next week. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 
The educating f~rce of public libraries is steadily growing in 
the estimation of the people of this country. The p~rcentage 
of works of.flction read is still greatly out of proportion to their 
worth compared with that of books of information, sU<lh as, 
histqry, biography, ·travel, physical science, art and philosdphy; 
but there are signs of improvement in this. regal'd, and particu-
larly so in Jhe libraries of the smaller cities and t-owns. The 
largest p~rcentage of good, instructive reading is doneJso3ar 
as investIgation has gone,) by those who make use of public 
school libraries. . This is' due to several causes, the dhef. . ot; 
which, und6ubted'ly, are the much greater i:aHo of instrUdive ' 
books 'in these collections and the influence of the schools ·in 
stimulating a fondness for useful knowledge. - The increase of 
school libraries is therefore one ofthe mo~t cheering signs of the 
times. . ' 
The last report of the United States Commissioner of 'Edu-
cation designates 22 libraries . of over 300 volumes each ad-
ditional to those reported the \preceding year. Five of these 
are in Pennsylvania, four in New. Y-ork, three· in Illinois 'two 
each in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and one each i~ Ala-
bama. Mississippi, New Jersey, Ohio, South Carolina and Wis.-
consin. These ~ogether contained (in I878) 24,62; volumes. 
an increase of 4,795 over the pr;evious year: Added to th; 
books in ~~e 3,77 I libraries enumerated in preceding repo)"ts, 
these additIOnal figures swell the number of volumes , contained 
in the public libraries .of thi~ countrr to the grand total ,Of 12,-. 
482,67 I volum~s, not mcludmg the · mcrease, which must have 
~een very con~lderable, of the non-reporting libraries, amount-
mg to nearly sIxty per cent. more. The additions durifig the 
year to .the 1,606 libraries reporti~g !,as 462,6,19 volumes. The 
expendltuI'es for new books, penodlcals and bindings of 852 
libraries reportin~ a~ouI?ted to $589,731. The peUiianenffunds 
of 1.747 .of these IP.shtutlOns amoun~ed to $6,776,497 •. produoing 
a yearly Income of $1,40 4.326• .If It were possible to 'get full; 
returns from all the nearly 4,000 ligraries, the above figUreS 
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w0l,11d be very ~6n~icferib"~~ i~He~s:eM E yen' ".!;S'.'thpy ~t:a.ng, they 
r~fl~ct h~:>nor. upan'th'e c~uat'ry .. ~ 'T,llc !!:e:,'1':{)lu,the~ co~t1!ln ~eve~al 
. billions of pages of readIng,Inatt~r .•. Only. ,8%3 of the 1lbranes 
reported the books circul'}te~)i!,1;!t~~ ~ours~:of~last year, but from 
these alone 9,3°8,4°3 voll\mes wen't into aeftral use. If all the 
3.793 libraries were as weit ~l~cq7~~!t: fl]~.s ~ 8j! 3, it. follows that 
more than 40,000,000 of hc.ok~,o ~~~ ~3;lh.ing; certaInly not less 
thari ten billions of pages, were circulated a'inong the youth and 
adults of the United Sta.tes, through the agency of our public 
libraries, in a single year. It were easier to compute the effects 
of the gulf stream upon the climate of the world than to deter- ' 
mine the intellectual, economical and moral influ.ence of such an 
educating current as this. It is plainly beyond calculation. 
That there is here a tremendous power, which the schools, the 
pulpit, the press, and public legislation should .do ·their UlmO{;t 
to direct and to magnify, no thinking man can fail to perceive. 
Let us have still more of these institutions, these colleges of the 
people, where . the grandest teachers of all time congreg;ate to 
expound the lessons of the past and the present and pOint out 
the best paths for the future. Especially let us have more public 
school libraries, and in all libraries a larger proportion of books 
of useful knowledge. Let·us make more efforts to develop fond-
,ness for substantial reading by lecture courses 'and lyceums, by 
prizes for the best reviews of useful books from members of the 
. industrial and other classes; and by whatever other meii-ns can 
be taken to excite and intensify the popular love of good books. 
We shall then have fewer saloons, fewer gambling houses, fewer 
'young men ruin'ed by evil associations, and, on all sides, a loftier 
public sentiment, lifting the nation continually upward. We 
are persuaded that there is no one class of men and wome'n that 
can do so much in this cause, as the more than 270,000 public 
school teachers of the United States, encouraged by the more 
than 700,000 school officers, whose duty it is to support and co-
operate with them. 
DISTINCTION BETWEEN TYPOLOGY AND 
TELEOLOGY. 
· •. CHARLES W. TUFTS, A. M., SHEBOYGAN, ' WIS. 
There is some strange charm in systematic regularity, which 
attracts attention and ~xcites admiration, a subtle power of 
matter over mind, a mysterious talisman by which one person-
.ality recognizes the workings of another. ·Man sees regularity in 
a building' and knows it ha<,l an arc!litect. He sees regularity in 
the universe and knows it had a creator. 
still another sense th~y are tendencies in the same direction, for 
as maher is changed froll! inorganic to organic, it is fi'rst con-
formed to a: type, and then adapted to an end. We might;'. say . 
typology: is the study of the theoretical, and teleology a f, the 
practical part of the universe. " _ . 
The examples of typical forms in, nature are i,n·finite, · since 
every object in nature is an example of some typical form. If 
we consider all atoms as' absolutely alike, and molecule's as 
combi'n?-tions of atoms in varying numbers-and proportions, if a 
molecule of oxygen differs from a molecule of hydrogen ' o,n'ly, in 
the number of atoms it contains and the way they hang togetller, 
and this law applies to 'all matter, then the ultimate of ,all sub-
stance is an un'varying type. Then we take one step furtl'l~tr ' 
and find these molecules forming a cell which is typical and com-
mon to all plants and animals. ' There. is a cell-wall, and inside 
of it a wonderful little nucleus which trar,sforms pabulum differ-
ent from itself, into tissue~ different from itself. The same 'ci!ll 
forms the silky leaf and the granite 'heart of lignum vitre; the 
blossom for a day, and the solid wood for centuries, the almost 
liquid fat and the diamond teeth · and bones. .. 
When we advance to the visible forms of pl,ants and animals, 
we fi'nd co-ordinations or types of growth which we are uHefly 
unable to explain. We find that plants which spring frem a , 
double seed, have the veining of their leaves always brll-nched, . 
while those from a single-lobed seed have their veins neady 
parallel. In the position of leaves upon the stalK, in' dIe lea:ves 
of the flower, and in the external forms of plan'ts, 'We have ·a case 
of teleology which seems resthetic, as they all assume the most 
graceful and beautiful forms possible, when left . to natur~ and ' 
themselves, form's which charm the eye of every beholder, ' 
forms which have given to all ages models of beauty, as toe, 
graceful Acanthus gave the Corinthian column whicli will endute . 
as long as ·architecture. . t . 
In the anima1 kingdom typical forms are more plainly ma:l'li:ed 
than in the vegetable. So much so that we divide aH animal lifer 
into five distinct ' types, which we 'call subkingdoms. Agassiz 
says these existed originally in the mind of. the creatoll, and as ' 
we study them we read the workings of a God. We hav:e evi-
dence too, that these types are not mere temporary. 'or 'chance 
forms in the present stage of development, for the fassil remains 
of ages past, show the same general forms. We ·may find 'a bat 
as large as a horse, or a 'crab as largeJ1s awhale, yet the one is 
as true a vertebrate and the other as true a· crustacean as' the' 
forms with which we are now familiar. ' .' . ', 
To the fertile imagination of the ancients this regularity in 
nature was at one time "chemical elements," at another "nu .. 
merical forms." To-day we have gone further, and say that the 
·law to which all n'ature IS subject, is not merely an order of form, 
'of number, of color, or of time, but an universal order which 
includes them all. Then we attempt to classify this universal 
ord~r: We see distinct divisions of nature according to dis. 
tinct, systematic forms, and we call these forms types. The 
whole universe is not divided up into separate classes, like piles 
of brick or lumber, so that one piece is exactly like another. 
If it were Typology would be comparatively simple, or the num-
ber of types would be infinite, but instead, the number of types 
is comparatively few, and these few are so variously modified as 
to. fill the whole field. The gradation is so regular and gradual 
as to render it of the utmost difficulty to determine whether 
Ln astronomy tlier,e are,at leas,t tw,? distincttYpes. One is the 
'Path ef the heaivenly b.o.dIes which IS alwa:ys one of the conie 
sections, and the'. other is th.e form of the developmept of worlds, 
if we accept the nebular hypothesis. This is indeed a type with 
no variability except in size, the cycle of changes fr.om the 
nebulous. mass and the sec;:ular cooling are the s~me . in. evellY 
case, be It a great sun or a tIDy moon. 
SECURING" ATTENTION. ' 
-border forms· belong to one type or another. This gradation of 
form, is that each object may serve some special end for which 
it is intended. as the wing of a bird and the arm of a nlan. 
We call this modification of IUpos ~o Ie/os, or type to end 
teleology, ~~d', th,e law · seems ~o be that objects vary as little as 
pos~ible 'f.rom . thel~ type and still perfectly adapt tHemselves to · 
. their ·.end. ' ln thiS sense type and end are opposed to one 
another, foY in conforming to the one, there is a departure· from 
the other. In another sense they, are 'parallel, for aill . .objects 
. co~form to both, and· 'bear upon them the stamp of Doth, ' In 
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, To d.evelop the faculty of continued attention, teach the chil-
dren to notice, objects closely. For this purpose, use object-
, es,Sons frequently, and make your review lessons upon them as 
close and as rigid as possible. Teach your pupils to concen'-
trate their attention closely upon their books when they study by 
giving them a few lines as a stint to be learned within a specified 
: time; by exercise in mental arithmetic; by repeating long sen-
tenc~s without misplacing any pause or emphasis in so doing. 
'Cultivate the memory, not mechanically, but intelligently. 
Make review questions searching, ,and let them be as thorough 
te'sts as you can make them of the actual attainments of the 
scholars, Mathematical studies will be fOllnd very valuable for 
training the attention, wilen taught understandingly and with 
thoroughness. Scientific study is even better, however, if it can 
" be taught at first hand, and not merely through the l medium of 
books. 
GEMS OF LITERATURE IN SCHOOL. 
One 'of the best things offered to the State Teach'ers' Associa-
tion of Illinois, at its late meeting was a lecture by R. P. Peas-
, lee, Supl. of the Public Schools of Cincinn iti, on the subject of 
, "Ge1)ls of Literature in our Public Schools." The speaker, 
, , some yeilrs since, introduced the practice into the schools within 
" ' his , jurisdic,tjon, o:f having beautiful passages, in poetry and 
,prose, commltted to memory by the pupils. He had found that 
,; -the re.sult was a good one, the pupils being thereby benefited 
bo~.!t mtellectually and morally. ' 
We h,l.Ve not space to give at length the plan pursued by Mr. 
but altogether possible. as more than one instance could be foun9 
to prove-for a man to be a skilled mathematician and an ac-
curate grammarian, unquestionably well trained in intellect, 
while in manners he remains a boor and in morals is wholly un':-
trustworthy. But if the moral nature is cultivated by noble 
precept and the citation of beautiful example, if the social na-
ture is elevated and refined by companionship with the 
eloqUence and beauty of the literature of our English tongue 
and acquaintance through books with the exalted minds that 
have left their impress on the world's thought, the mal! cannot be-
come either immoral or boorish. Insensibly t\lese influences en-
able his thoughts and refine his nature, and make him better, 
kinder, more ,generous, than he could hav:e been without 
them. , . 
Let us then, by all means, encourage this introduction of. 
beautiful literature into our schools. ' It will conduce Dot only 
to better discip\.ine in school, but to improvements of th~ atmos-
phere of homes. Hitherto, the enthusiastic and philaIlthmpic , 
teacher has'often been discour'age,d by feeling that diligently as 
he might" labor to improve his school, his work must, largely be 
nullified by the influence of degraded homes, which he had no 
way to reach or benefit. But this plan offers a w~y by which the 
influence of the teacher may extenq to and pervade the homes. 
In storing the child's mind with g~and and,.beautiful thoughts, 
he, as it were, fills, within each fou~ and sin-parched home, a , 
reservoir of pure water, from which he may be sure the ch,i~d will 
often quaff, and give in abundant measure to all around him. 
ORIGIN OF ACADEMIC ENDOWM'ENTS. 
BY JULIUS D. DREHER, PRESIDENT OF ROANOKE COL'LEGE. 
Pe~slee.,:a~ he de~cribed.it, but we may give the most noteworthy 
pOints 'fA, Its outhne. Fast, a certain number of lines are given 
,to ~he chii4ren, by dictation or' by being written on the black-
board, and then the whole school is drilled in the repetition of 
' them. • ' The first universities were attended ' bv immense numbers of 
These selections are of course chosen with direct reference to students.- The at,tendance at the University of Paris, in the t~e,j r fit!leSS for t.he grade to which they are taught, those for the fifteenth century, is given at from . 25,~c~ to 30.,0.0.0. students. 
, httle children bemg not m~rely beautiful, but expressed in lan- While these figures 'may be exaggerated, It IS true that the att.e~d­
:IDIage the most simple, and embodying some good ance at these early schools was so large as to make hvmg 
precept of action, as love to parents, kindness to animals, expensive, and thus entail , hardship~ on, the poorer s~ud:nts . 
. gentleness and amiability "toward each other. Naturally, the~e When Frederick II. founded the UmveTSItyof Naples In 1224, 
-, gentle admonitions, stowed away in the child's m,emory, will often he fixed the maximum price of lodgings in order to. protect stu-~me tQ his thc~ght in tim~ to check the rude word' or the un- ,dents from exhorbitant charges. A similar regulaticn existed at ~kl'!ld 'act that- might othe-Fwlse have been wholly unrestrained. Bclogna, and Gregory IX. introduced a like provision ,into thp " , .Selections for 'older children can be made with somewhat University of Paris in 1237. , ': wider range, embodying noble maxims and beautiful thoughts, At Naples, Bologna, Paris, Oxford, Cambridge, and other early , , When the words are memorized, an oral lesson is given upon seats of learnin'g, the students were generally poor, and, in many 
, ~he author , and the children are incited to find out all they can cases, even mel/dicmlls. Luther, in writing of ,his sc~ool-days, jconcernillg his life and works. To increase the .interest 'in this says : "I was wont to go out with my companions beggi~g food , . :' investig. at~on, the, pra?tice'of celebrating the birthd~ys of ~uthors for our sustentation while we were at school." It was during'one ~ " ~as been In~roduced Into the schools, These anmversanes are, of these excursions th~t he sang before the door of Madame ' , ~ obserye~ With much enthusiasm by the scholars, by repeating Cotta, who, being well pleased with him, took th~ little beggar 
.,., se!ectlO'n,s from the author's works 'and incidents of his life. By into her home, and treated him as her son. Licenses to beg , j" thiS inean~, large numbers of. children are made familiar witll a were issued at the University of Oxford as late as 1572. And .: grade of;'hterature that, outSide of the school, they would prob- the Oxford University Commissioners, in their report to Parlia- " ably never have aii' opportunity to meet with. ment in ISS 2, referring to the early history of 'the university., , , We cannot tob highly commend the plan which we have- thus use this language: "In an age when learning' ~as regarded as, 
, ~imperfectly sketched frum memory. It seems to ' us a most ignoble by the great; and when nearly all but the great were 
worthy 'move toward a very desirable end, though an end hitherto poor, persons willing to enter the university as stude"hts eould j' sadly ~neglected in our.schools,-tp-wit, the training of the young h/ltdly be found, except among the poor." " ' in morals and manners, as well as in merely intellectual exercise. Even the fixed rate of lodging!\.enforced at the great intellect-, ,It has' been a grave indictment against the public schools, that, ual centers, did not at first insure the poorer students against 
", ' 'tliey' ·have pr.ov~ded, no social or moral culture for . the children severe hardships. To relieve these, charitable persons were , 
, oJ:ntrusted to them. That this indictment has not been more fre- indu,ced to provide free Ibdging houses. F.ree board w,as SGon . 
_', ,JQquently, urged, by the enemies of the schools has seemed strange, added to free lodgings, and then stipends Were provia'c:i:l to meet 
' " ~and can' only be accounted for by the fact, that our rapid growth the other necessary expenses of indigent students. For. the 
, .. ~as a ',commercial nation has made us rather lacking in sensitive- sake of discipline these houses were placed under the su'perin-
mness on the question of morals and manners, which indeed, is tendance of one or 'more graduates, the whole being subject ta 
.,,~he;reasQn why the s~hools haye b~en thus deficient in regard to the laws of the university. These establishments were called 
,
It . .'Hut we are learmng by expertence that valuable as intel- inns, hoste/s, halls or , colleges. At the University of Paris t~e 
" le~tU:atcylture is, i!ldi~p~nsable by every c<;msideratio,n in. a self- students were divided into what were called nations, each nation 
'. governmg c()mmu'mty, It IS not enough by Itself to constitute a being an independent body. The. example of .providing free 
civilizeci, not to say a. moral, community. It is the foundation, lodging and boarding houses, was set by the religious orders, 
, a~l , es!!ential in itself, but not enough to <;onstitute a perfect or which were so' powerful in the middle ages. ' ',' 
beautiful structure: ,It is quite possible-not probable, perhaps, . At first, support was ' given 'to , pOOl' students, as alms 'b>: the 
, " ~ , 4693:19 
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croWn, the nobility, the dignitaries of the church, and the mo- them to receive a fair 'edu9ation ,and good t~eatment; food,'cloth: 
nastenes. But these "exhibitions," as such gifts were called, ing, and all necessaries until they x:each their' majority. The 
often expired with the benefactors, A desire to perpetuate school has received since its opening in May, 18741944 children, 
their charity was thus awakened in the hearts of the benevolent. of whom 525 have been successfully placed in homes in various ' 
. To·do this, it was necessary to place funds in the hands of cor~ parts of the State. Such a good demand is there for these little 
,porate bodies. And thus endowments had their origin. ones for adoption that fe\v remain in· the school longer than one 
'In the University of Paris was established the first college- or two years. , . 
that of the Sorbonne, founded by Robert de Sorbonne in 1250:'" The majority of the children in the institution ;tre between 
Of the existing colleges at Oxford, three-University, BaIliol, the ages of 5 and 12 years. Many' are too young t<>.labor m~ch, 
and Merton' Colleges -were founded before the close of the but all who are old enough are taught to work for a short time, 
thirteenth , century. St. Peter's College, at Cambridge, dates each day. All except the youngest also spend 4% hours in 
from 1257, At the close of the sixteenth century there were school every day. The school includes classes from the first 
thirteen colleges at Oxford, and sixteen colleges and halls at primmary up to the grammar grade, 
Cambridge. There are now at Oxford nineteen colleges and six The only trade taught in the school is shoemaking, ' and the 
halls,; and at Cambridge, where college and hall are synony- limited number of children employed in the shoe-room have 
mous, seventeen colleges and halls. turned out 10 pairs of b<?ots and487 pairs of shoes during the 
At the commencemen't' of the fourteenth century there were past year, besides repairing 2,386 pairs of shoes. The children 
three hundred halls at Oxford. These halls were either houses also knit all the woolen socks and mits worn in the' institution. 
where cheap board and lodging were furn.ished, or where these In the sewing-room the little ' girls accomplish a great deal by 
',' were provided without expense for indigent students. As the their persistent· industry, having made during the current' year 
number of endowed colleges increased the number of charity 630. handkerchiefs, 395 aprons, 216 sheets, 296 ,pillow slips, be-
halls decreased. The first endowed colleges were only charity sides large numbers of dresses, shirts, and of various articles of 
halls enlarged and perpetuated. It should be mentioned that underclothing. ' 
• ' zeal for endolVing colleges was stimula,ted by the desire to make On the farm of 72 acres, attached to the buildings, the pro- , 
these institutions independent of the religious orders, The duct of these children's labor,-assisted by t'Vo men only,-has 
~ collegiate system may be said to have been built upon the monas- been most noteworthy. Twenty-five tons of hay ' have bee~ 
tic sys,tem. One of the chief characteristics of the former was raised, 480 bushels of oats; over 1,000 bushels of .ilpples, 182 
that temporary provisions for the relief of indigent students bushels of turnips, 1,363 heads of cabbage, besi4es. a y"ery g!t~at 
were abandoned for permanent foundations .il;l the form of fellow..r number 0f all kinds of early and late vegetaDles andsmali frul~s. 
ships, scholarships, pensions, etc. None were originally edu- At the County Fair the school took ninete~n premiums on fruit; 
cated at colleges except such as were upon some of these vegetables and swine, showing that effort IS made to make th'e 
• f<?undations. The Encycl,opedia Brittannica (eighth edition) land belonging tothe school ~s produc~ive as possible, and that . 
gives the value of fellowships at Oxford as ranging from £100 these young farlI1ers are well inducted in good methods. . 
to £700. T?~ ,scholarships vary from £20 to £ 100. Then The health of the children is rematkably good, but on~ death 
ther~ are exhibitioners, who have annual pensions assigned out occurring last year among the 480 children admitted dUring the , 
of the revenue of the colleges, or of other endowed schools. year. Some troublesome children's diseases , often prevail, as 
And last, there are several inferior classes of students-servi- might be expected in a school to which so many , are brought 
tors, bible-clerks, or post masters, as they are called at Oxford, who have suffered for years, it may be, for proper care and food. 
and sizar, at Cambridge. The fellowships are tenable for life, But these, though they cause much labor and care to the mat-
unless the incumbent marries, falls heir to an estate yielding a .rons and nurses, seldom entail any fatal consequences. 
certain income, or is presented with a living. ' The good work of the institution does not stop with insuring , 
',' The professorsliips are of two kinds-those instituted by the that the children shall be well provided for while in its build"'" 
cr.own, a?d' t~lOse established by private benefactions. The work ings. After they have been placed in homes, it . clailus and 
of teachmg IS done almost wholly by tutors. exercises a continued right of guardianship over them, ' so far a~ . 
In 1874, the college~ at <?xford -had an ex'ternal income of to ascertain wpe~her they do well and 'are treated well. There 
$1,500,000. At Cambndge"m the same year, the Golleges had is an agent in each county of the State empowered to look after 
from landed property, exclusive of university income, $1,- this matter. In the great majority of cases the agent re~orts 
300,000\ the children as obedient, industrious, contented, and much l~ked 
THE- MICHIGAN PUBLIC SCHOOL FOR DEPENDENT 
CHILDREN. 
We have before us the seventh annual report of the Board of 
Control of the Michigan State Public School for Dependent 
Children. The exhibit shown ' is an excellent one, testifying 
: 'abundantly to the present prosperity of the institution and to 
the good which it is undoubtedly accomplishing for the 'State in 
thus pr,oviding for the care and education of her needy children. 
The 'system pursued in the school, which, as the Michigan 
system, has gained almost world-wide fame, is that of the family 
and SGhool combined. The children eat, wO,rk, and attend school 
together in the main building, but , otherwise live in ~eparate 
families, each family, which number from ' 25 to 30 members-
being ;lssigned to a separat~ building or "cottage." ,There are 
ele~en 'of these "cottages," offering ample' accommodation .for 
300 children in all. , A good woman is placed in charge of each 
• family to act as mother, guide and friend to the children in her 
care. 
, Tfre abject of this school is to provide for all dependent chil-
dren, deprived of natural guardians, over three and. under twelve 
years of age, who are sound in body and mind, a ,sheltering 
home during their pe!iod of helplessness. It maintains and 
ed,ucates them here, until good homes ,can be fou\1d for them, 
when they ~(re placed therein, under a contract which entitles 
by their guardians. The call for the children has been so great 
~uring the' past year tha,t at one t,ime but 32 children were left 
m the school, and these all being ' little ones, which, for some 
reasons, ~ere not then wanted, a large number of applicants were 
still unsatisfied. . , 
T~is report spe.aks w:ell for the management of the Michigan 
pubbc school, which Will, we hope, live' long to benefit humanity 
by its noble work. ' 
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL. 
The Sunday School, educationally considered,. has beeJi', a ' 
marv'elous growth during the past ten years. A, decade 
the methods used by Sunday Schools wer~ ,not worthy of 
note or mention. There was no coherence in them, no gelnel:a:IY~" 
plan, nor had more than a slight effort been ' made to secure 
them,-even in the larger cities, where the size and importance 
of the schools had demanded, and in some instances secured, 
real efficiency of administration,-any of the advantages which , 
secular schools had already reaped by the use of appliances and 
a carefully graded plan of. study. Eight years ' ago, the adop, ~ 
tion of the plan of an international se,ries of lessgns was secureq 
by some enthusiastic leaders among the evangelical:deno~ina- _ 
tions·. These lessons were soon widely, but by no means uni-
versally put into u~e by SUnday school teachers" There are . 
.still many schools th'at have nev~r ll;dopted them, and we have , 
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no idea of discussing their merits, but we think it will be granted 
by everyone that they have been productive of great good, if 
only by awakening evangelical teachers to the need of improve-
ment in Sunday school methods. . 
Few persons who have not looked into the ~atter, know how 
much labor is yearly expended. how much expense is annually 
incurred to carryon Sunday schools. All helps that can be 
availably secured, maps, papers, books, transfer designs, are 
sought for, and eagerly put into use. No improvement adopted 
by the day scbools is long left to be their property solely, and in 
some instances, the Sunday schools are found to lead, rather 
than follo w the secular system in teaching. We have been in 
small towns where the day school was but a poor, half-supported, 
lagging-behind-the-times institution, while a union Sunday school 
convened in the same building once a week, was live, enthu-
siastic, vigorous, conducted by a band of efficient and wide-
awake teachers, and attended by a numerous company of eager 
and interested pupils. Every help in the way of appliances had 
been secured, and nothing that could contribute to awaken the 
interest of the children was neglected. And all ~his good work 
was done by the voluntary contributions of warm-hearted lovers 
of humanity. We mention these instances of zeal to recommend 
as examples to all schools anxious to carry forward their work 
eff~ctively . 
GLIMPSES OF GERMAN SCHOOL LIFE. 
BERLIN, Dec. rS, r88o. 
The 'difficulties of school visiting are much greater in Germany 
than in Iowa. . 
Four separate visits had to be made, .l>efore I reaUy saw the 
inside of a school-room. I was told that I must obtain permis-
sion from the Superintendent, or Oberlehrer: So, of course, 
my first vi~it was made to him. I did not meet him upon the 
'first occaSIOn, but his wife said, at a certain hour the next day 
he would be at home. The portly Oberlehrer I found kind and 
agreeable; he said : "Oh certainly we shaU be very glad to have 
you visit the school. Here is a schedule of classes, come at 
eight o'clock to-morrow morning." 
At the appointed' hour I presented myself at the door of his 
room, in the school-house. He greeted me warmly, and then 
left me standing in the haU, while he went into the teachers' 
room to hold a consultation there. 
When he came back;:he' said, "that the teachers had sung with 
their pupils at a celebration the day before, and so were hoarse, 
and preferred not to have company. Could I not come the next 
morning at eight?" . 
Eight o'clock next morning found m"l: at his door again, only 
to be told that he had no class at that hour. The teacher who 
gElv~ .me. the information, who knew weU that my object was to 
~i~it"turn~d and We!lt into his room and closed the door; say-
mg as plamly as actlons would say it, that he wanted no com-
pany. I was not to be baffled however, and made up my mind 
to go independently of the Herr Oberlehrer. 
Accordingly next morning, I went boldly to the door of one 
of the doors and rapped. The teacher, a man of perhaps 
twenty-five seemed somewhat embarrassed and hastly transfer-
red ,his" butterbrod " from the window ledge to his pocket : but 
he gave me. a seat, and a book. 
His 'pupils, little girls, sat, or lounged in th,.ir seats, and read, 
from a list of fifty or sixty names of animals, in concert and 
- sinSI}'i" After this e·xert ise, .which lasted forty-five minutes, he 
showed me the neatly' written copy books. It was an August 
day, but not a window or crack was open. 
, Another morning I lieard a recitation in Bible History, from 
. .. 60 or 70 . bright-looking boys. Their lesson was the" Taber-
nacle in the Wilderness," 'with its appointments and furnishings 
a.nd their answers showed that the lesson had been learned. T~ 
me'-ii seem'ed strangely inconsistent, that a people which spends 
Sunday, in the Beer gardens, drinking, dancing and knitting, 
s.1~ould require its children to receive Biblical instruction in 
. school. 
It seems, too, a waste of material, that great, strong men (phy-
sica~ly) shoul.d Be telling those stories to the little ones; when a 
woman would have done it so mu.ch better. Iii this respect, 
however, Germany has the advantage ; she does not feel tfiat 
she must economize in labor. There are some women in the 
primary departments in Berlin, but in the country, aU the teach-
ers are men . Education is, as aU the world knows, compulsory, 
here, but I was surprised to find that even in the" Yolks school" 
tuition is required. In Berlin there are some free schools, in tpe . 
province of Hanover none. _ 
Even the youngest pupils prepare their lessons at home, and 
are in the school-room only fo r recitations or "hours." I ha·v,e. 
made some acquaintances among the' school-boys, and find them 
quite different from our boys; they are delicate, old-looking 
boys, who never played a game of ball in their lives, who really 
have no time to play. A boy nine years old has been studying 
Latin two years, and has begun Greek. Two brothers, seven-
teen and eighteen, are in the highest, and next to the highest 
classes in the Gymnasium, read Latin, Greek, French and Eng-
lish, and have finished Trigonometry. They study till twelve 
and one o'clock at night, and then breakfast by candle light. 
They are very entertaining in conversation, models of polite-
ness, and seem, as. they are, wonderfuUy learned; but yet, un-
natural, a hot-house developement. I wonder what Talmadge 
would say of the" Slaughter of the Innocents" here. 
Perhaps the· German system may make better scholars than 
ours, I think it does, but more useful, practical men and women, 
I think it does not make. . 
In an interesting discussion just over in the Prussian '.' House 
of Deputies," a member stated, that he had known a . case in 
which a teacher refused to accept a Latin composition of eighty 
pages, b~cause It was too short. At their examinations the , 
boys are required to write at a moment's no~ice and without con-
sulting an authority, on suc~ topics as "The Influence of Schil-
ler's Poetry ripon the People at large." This will' give an idea . 
of the kind of work that is required of these boys. . . 
. The girls, schools are entirely different. There no Latin; , 
Sciences or Mathematics are taught; but French, English and 
music are better taught than with us. 
I have heard qur school-girls unfavorably compared with the 
German, becaus'e they are not so 'proficient in French and Ger-
man, as the German girls are in English. But if Qur girls' spent 
as much time on the modern languages as the Germans dO, I 
think they would be equally well versed therein: Of one thing. 
I ani confident, the education of our girls is not so ' superficial ' 
as that of the German girls. S. 
COMMISSIONER EATON AT TOLEDO. 
On the 5th instant, Mr. Frederic Eaton, of Toledo, gave a , 
lunch in honor of his brother, Gen. Tohn Eaton, United States 
Commissioner of Education. It was the twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of Gen. Eaton's assumption of the Superintendengy of t4,e 
Toledo public schools. 
The Toledo Bee says: " The guests consisted chiefly of the 
older ' citizens, who have been leaders in promoting the city's 
growth in education as well as in commerce and manufactures 
for the past twenty-five years and longer, among whom were 
William Smith, Clark Waggoner, D. R . Locke, of the blade " }. 
B. Battelle, of the 'Telegram; W. W. Griffith, · Mayor Romeis, 
Dr. W. W. Jones, H. J. Hayes, Prof. Dowd, the new City Su- 1 
perintendent, E . W. E. Koch, Richard Waite, William Baker, '< 
M. D. Carrington, Peter ·.BerdaQ, 1. K. Secor, H . S. Walb-ridge, 
R:ichard Mott, T. C. Mayhew, Rev. H. M. MacCracken, Dr; S. 
H. Bergen, and Gen. Eaton's youngest brother, Charles Eat9n, . 
'and wife." _ , 
After a few happy introductory remarks by Mr.. Fred. Eatop, 
Gen. F,uller, in a very feeling manner, expressed his pleasure in 
meeting his. old and dear friend, Gen. Eaton, and recounted 
their i.ntimate association while in the army. He closed with a 
toast for the guests of the, evening . 
On rising to respond Gen. Eaton was greeted with a round 
of applause, after which he proceeded in most touching Wiords, 
to express the profouhd emotions, the occasion awakened and to 
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recount briefly the work and ·events of his days in Toledo. Said 
he: 
"I recall to- mind that committee of gentlemen led by the 
P;resident of the Hoard of Education, and who is still a mem-
ber of it (Gen. ,HilI), who took me by the hand in Cleveland, 
and led me to your city, and whose uniform kindness and 
support assured whatever success r attained in guiding the 
instruction of your children. Nor can I forget that ' here 
is my pastor· of those days so full of interest and effort for 
my success, who at a later date placed is mine the hand of 
my companion, the mother of my children, who by her tender-
ness and wisdom has blessed my home with light and joy and 
been such a support and aid in the' struggles of life. Here, too, 
are the noble men who held positions in education similar to 
mine in Toledo, at Adrian, (Francis Hubbard) Waterville, (E. 
w.. Le~derson) and at another point in Ohio the gentleman who 
afterwards was your able Superintendent, and now has been 
fitly called by the peo,ple of the State to preside over their edu-
cational affairs. Here, too, is my reverend friend (Richard 
Mott), a friend of peace; who, guided by that inner light of his 
faith, was always the supporter of. every good for his fellowmen 
and fouglit the battle of liberty in 'the halls of Congress; and 
who in the midst of his great responsibilities and from his high 
position showed a deep interest in the education of Y9ur children 
anti a kind sympathy in all my efforts. Here, also, are the gen-
tlemen who printed my first report (Messrs. Pelton & Wag-
goner) and through their press, the Blade, were the hearty sup-
porte~s of all my ' works. Here, too, is my . friend and army 
cqnimander, who has stirred 'my deepest emotions by kindly and 
touching words; with whoseIife my own was so closely united 
while togethe.r in the service. Nor can I forget that here is 
present that representative of the Rress, the platform and of 
1!terature (D. R. Locke) who had brought to the support of 
lIberty and progress the power of .his genius; and whose' Nasby' 
!ette~s have added to the fame of' Toledo and marked an epoch 
In WIt and humor." , . 
· P~ssing to the general advance in education and the statistics 
relating . to it, he said: . 
· "Preyious to the organization 'of the Bureau o'f Education, 
ther~ was no annual report of national progress. Now we are, 
year· by year, able to tally the growth of education in all the city 
a?d s!ate systems, which provide for over 15,000,000 of youth, 
for wliom over $80,000,000 are yearly expended, and who are 
ta!1glit by: Qver 300,000 teachers; tha[ we can tell any addition 
Qr chan~c; to the 350 colleges in their permanent and c~rrcnt 
funds, nsmg as they do, above $71,000,000' or ,to thei'r. annual 
benefactions, that in the last ten years aggreg~te over $50,000,000. 
Indeed, w.e can now compare educational ' progress in nearly 
evel y d etal!:" 
-With a wish for. the continued success of the Toledo schools 
a~d the ge~.!!ral prosperity of at! her p'eople, Gen. Eaton took 
hIS seat amid applause. ' . 
. Hon. Richard Mott objected to his friend coming down from 
the' title of teacher to that of general. . 
Mr. D. R. Locke expressed his pleasure in greeting General 
Eaton, and in well turned periods indicated the agony of being 
SKETCH OF ' GEN. EATON 'AND HIS' WORK. 
The Hon. Guido Marx in his message as mayor for the cen-
tenn.ial year, in speaking of Toledo '~ position in" intellectual 
fields," said that the" Superintel\dents of our schools have been 
chosen to superintend those of the State and the educational 
interests of the United States." We venture to say, therefore, . 
that Gen. Eaton's friends in New Hampshire, in which State he 
was born and educated, and those i1J. Tennessee, where he has 
been a~citizen since the war, will feel honored in beiqg reminded 
that he was once an Ohio man. Not only was he superinten-
dent of our city schools, but he entered the army as chaplain of ' . 
the 27th' Ohio regiment, of which our townsman, Gen. Fuller, 
was colonel. . 
In 1863 Chaplain Eaton was commissioned Colonel, and by 
order of General Grant. became Superintendent of the freedmen 
(or the region within the army lines embracing Western Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, a part .of Louisiana, and up the 
Arkansas river as far as Fort Smith-his duties being the organi-
zation and promotion of industry and education among the ' 
freedmen. Out of these labors sprang the legislation creating 
the Freedmen's Bureau. In consideration of his great service 
he was made General by brevet. 
At the close of the war he started the first Republican ,paper' 
in the valley south of St. Louis-the Memphis Post. In 1867 
he was chosen Superintendent of Education in Tennessee, and 
organized the first free school system in that State with all en-
rollment of 185,000 pupils. As illustrating the prejudices then' 
existing, Gen. Eaton's report shows that 65 school housc;s were' 
burned in the State in 1868. While holding. this office lI'p87° 
he was appointed to his present position. Of. 
Rutger's Collegel of New Jersey, has confered t~e degree of Doctor of Philosoghy upon him, and Dartmouth, hiS own alma 
mater, gave him LL. D . in 1?76. 
THE BUREAU OF EDUCATION. , . 
Outside of the efforts of the school officials of the co~nt(,.:~e 
establishment of the Bureau of Education is due large Y r~ ~ 
President elect. Major Bundy, in his very ' Gomplete leo 
Gen. Garfield, says: 
"One of his early and . earnest efforts in CongreSS was to 
make a plan for the establishment of the Natio?al Bure~u of 
Education which owes its existence to his energetic and persua-si~e advoc~cy and which has done more .good at less cost thap . 
any other bureau established by our own or any other j!;ol'ern-
ment." _ " . . 
The Bureau is intended to serve the'country III the .matter o~ 
education as the Bureau of Statistics . does commerce, an4 as . 
the Ag'ric~ltura! Bureau does the vast i?dustry. sj~ni~ed in . its '. 
name. It has control over no schoolS-Its only function be~ng. 
that of gathering. and diffusing through. its report~ .informa~lOn . 
respecting c;ducat~on. Its reports can be obt~uned through 
Repre~entatlves and Sena!ors. . 
Not only has ·the services of. the Bureau been. most gratefully, 
comJ;I1ended by the teachers of the country and by educationa~ 
associations, North and South, but ·its plan of organization and 
line 'o( 'service was adopted in the Educational Bureau .of 
Ft:,ance in 187~. 
ca:lled out for a speech, without previous notice. " CALLING NAMES. 
f' Col. DeWolf, 'State School Commissioner, said he was glad the ' 
strong men' of Toledo had gathered to show their inter~st in the. A habit much to be deplored among many ' of. our teacpers is tbat oLcaU. 
great work of education and he hoped that there would ,be a ing the children names." That the children are Irish, colored, or low.born, 
. . ie:vival of this ·interest· throughout Ohio. ' .' Americans, is no' excuse for calling' them ,,:nything but Iiuman beings. - No 
MI'. Clark Waggoner said that however much the older citizens ' child that has' common sense will have any respect for his teacher if she' 
of ToledoJeJt i~,debt~d to .. Gen. Eat~m/., could I).~~ old, pupils b,e calls him what he knows he is,not. ooiya few .months ago our "wash. 
· gathered' In one p.Jace, thelf expresSlOns of gratitude 'r-ould be ~o\nan, a nice, thrifty Irish' woman. tola ' us , that her childr~n's teacher 
, -much more enthusiastic. ' . "" 'callea 'them names" and they dia not like it. To teU a child that he is as' 
.Mayor Romeis briefly respond.ed -for the city and expressed ",dumb as a door,nail," "that he never will know anything," i~n't very, likely 
, liearty ,inter~st in education. . • to stimulate his energy, increase his interest in ' knowledge, or in his,teacher> 
J ahn H. Doy,re, as' pupil. and now as J udg~ of the Court of either. ' If a te~cher"has a 'lot gf duU s.cliolars let her use ali the patience ana . 
Gammon Pleas, closed the speech-making with a pleasing s.toi,y tact at, hc;r 'command, and j f she sees tro good .results follow. then lei her 
of a favor he received from -Gen. Eaton as Superintendent. not resort to abusive la.nguage qr turn prophet, for somebody may tcom~ afte 
Such is tne rie<;or.d,9f the first gentlemen's luncl~ ever given.in her who has a gift for milking things plain, and, instead of" never knowing ' 
, Toledo, tIle Jays -of which will always be among the fondest; r~- . apyt):ling" those.stupid scholars may yet know much. ' bet .it be far beneath _ 
Collection of all who were ' p'resent. , I ,._ , ,the .dignity of ~y teacher to '" call ~all1-es" or ~ slang. . 
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MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. · STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS. 
EDITOR, DAVID KIRK, JACKSON, MINN. 
AURORA, ILL., Jan. 6, 188r. 
EDITOR MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE WEEKLY: 
Dear Sir-Through what towns in Indiana would a str~ight 
line from New York City to San Francisco pass? Please 
answer through your valuable paper, and oblige, 
Yours Truly, A READER. 
PAYSON, ILL., Dec. 30, 1880. 
EDITOR OF THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY: 
, Dear $ir-I wish a solution of the following problem in full: 
A piece of land is 20 rods long. At one end it is 6 rods 10 feet, at 
the other S· rods 6 feet 8 inches. What length should be cut off 
the small end to make one fourth of an acre? 
I presume this will be turned over to the mathematical editor. 
. Truly Yours, J . W. MCCLURE., 
SCHOOL LAW. 
IOWA. 
Sundry rulings of State Superintendent C. W. Von (:oe\ln : 
I. When the owner of the fee calls for the money deposited with the 
County Treasurer; under section I.S27, he should take a receipt therefor, 
wliich becomes his voucher. 
2. The law of last winter was framed to enable boards of independent 
districts to refund bonded indebtedness without a vote of the people and 
to secure a lower rate of interest. Five years was made the minimum time 
after whi~h the bonds can be redeemed, and seven per cent. the maximum 
rate. See chapter 132, laws of ISS0. If it is desirable to issue bonds payable 
~t the pleasure of the district, any time before due, such bonds may be 
Issued by a vote of the electors, under section I,S21, as amended by chapter 
121, law5 of IS76, and section I,S22, as amended by chapter 5<), laws of 18So. 
3· When a new sub-district is created and a house erected it is not cus-
tomary. for such sub-district to receive more than its share of school in 
m,!nths, dating from the term for the district, township commencine: after the 
completion of the ho·use. 
4· Before makirlg contracts for the repair or furnishing of school-houses, 
providing fuel, or making other extensive provisions for the schools in his 
' sub-district the sub-dirFctor must have the consent of the board, which must 
be regarde<\ as a direction to guide him in his action. Small purchases of 
school supplies, such as hrooms, chalk, etc., may sometimes be made without 
sucli' instruction, relying' upon the good judgment of . the board that such 
action will be approved by them, since it is usually the case that money is 
placed in the hands of the sub-director for such purposes. 
C. W. VON COELLN, 
DES MOINES, IOWA, Dec. ISSO. 
Supt. Pub. Inst. 
COLLEGES THAT ADMIT WOMEN. 
. ;Out of 35S colleges and universities reported to the Bureau of Education 
for the year IS7S, there ' are 153 which admit women to their course of 
study. In .these there are in the preparatory departments 18,4S1 males \lnd 
~,779 femal.es; in the collegiate departments. 14,152 males and 1,651 females 
10 the claSSIcal course, and 2,724 males and 1,I6Q females in the scientific 
course. . 
. We cannot publish a' full list of these instituiions, but the following are 
a few of the principal ones that admit women; University of Michigan, 
Olivet College, University of Minnesota, ~arleton College, Hillsdale C01Iee:e. 
Adri,an College, Ohio Wesleyan University, Oberlin College, University of 
Wooster, Northwestern University, Knox College, Lombilrd University, 
La~e Forest University, Lincoln University, Monmouth College, Northwest-
ern College, Ewing College, Carthage College, Northwestern College, Whea-
ton Coll~e, Illinois Wesleyan University, Blackburn University, Galesville 
1l1nive<Sity, Univ!'rsity of Wi~consin, Ripon College, Upper Iowa Unh:ersity, 
Iowa €ollege, SImpson Centenary ColIege, Tabor ColIege, Humboldt'Col_ 
lege, State Univer~ity ~f Iowa, Iowa Wesleyan University, Cornell College, 
Oskaloosa College, .Indlana University, Asbury University, Butler Univer-
sity, Earlham Col~ege,. University of Notre Dame du Lac, University of 
Nebraska, and Umverslty of Kansas. , '-
In the East there ' are CornelI U,?iversity, Swar<hmore University, Wes-
ley~n University, Allegheny College, and Delaware College; in the South, 
Bethel College, Atlanta University; Claflin University, Rutherford College, 
Central Tennessee College, and Fisk University; and in the far West, Cali_ 
fornia Gollege. ' . ' 
Reports' from a majority agree that the a:~erage standing of women in the 
co~lege ~.epartment i~ fullr equ~l to tha~ of ~he young men. See. reports of 
Wlsconslll, State Umverslty, Iowa Umverslty, Cornell College, -Iowa, and 
Univ-ersity of Michigan. . , . 
" ' 
MICHIGAN. 
LANSING, Tuesday Evening, Dec. 2S, ISSO.- The Association assembled in 
Representative .Hall. and at 8 o'clock was called to order by the President, " 
C. B. Thomas, of Saginaw. After the singing of a s.lection by a ~hoir com-
posed of Profs. Pease and George, and Misses Emma Barr and Ella Joslin, 
Ypsilanti, 'the President in a few appropriate words of welcome inttoduced 
the speaker of the evening. Dr. Malcolm MacVicar, the newly elected prino 
cipal of the State Normal School, Ypsilanti. His subject was, ":rhe Teacher 
and His Work." His address was very favorably received. It evinced deep 
thought on the part of the speaker and revealed the fact that the doctor. is. 
versed in mental philosophy, and is an ardent student of the science of ,edu-
cation. The burden of his discourse was to show that the teacher in his 
work shonld aim to produce three results in his pupils: power, (the ability 
.. to bring to .pass,") habit and knowledge. His remarks concerning" habit" 
were specially worthy of attention. His advent among us must be hailed 
by all teachers of the State with satisfaction. The exercises of the evening 
were closed with a chorus, "Hark! T he Curfew." . . . 
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 2<). ISSo.~Prof. Daniel Putnam, Ypsilanti, conducted 
the devotional exercises of the morning, after which the presillent of tlie 
association gave an address upon "The" Association and the Educational 
Interests of the State." Supt. Thomas said, in his view this relation" is the 
grand" Board of Equalization, which should examine into and decide upon 
all questions of value and of practical utility. It is, or should be, the heart; 
whose every throb quickens the educational pulse in the remotest district. 
It is the ear, which should gather notes of progress from every point df 
the compass. It is, or should be, the voice, "crying that the paths of educa_ 
tional progress may be made straight." _ . 
C. A. Cook, Dexter, next attempted to show what is "The Proper Sphe~e 
of the Village High.school." He advocated that such a s.c)tool should have but.,. 
on, course of study, and that one. preparatory to the University. Those w,ho 
. discussed this question did not agree with him in this respect, but contended 
that the chief aim in framing 'such a course is to have regard for the nee'ds 
of the majority-a good, sensible English course. . . 
1. N. Wellington, Detroit High School, opened th .. discussion on "Text-
Books v,rsus Heuer Methods in the School Room." H is ideas upon this , 
head are sound. He believed that in certain cases the true teacher can dr~ve 
the subject home most effectively and with the least outlay of time only by 
oral instruction. In this matter of oral instruction we are apt to misunde,r-
stand each other. That mode of it which Principal W ellington pract~ces 
counts in every instance. ' *' 
AFTERNOON SESSION.-Miss Ruth Hopkin, Normal School, Ypsilanti, and 
Miss M. Louise Jones, Charlotte. in their papers on "Methods in H1sfory,'" 
gave many valuable , suggestions. Hon. David Jerome, Governor elect ' of. 
Michigan was here invited to addre~s the assembly. He responded i~ a ' 
speech which might be styled" happy;" at least ii was received with ap-
plause by the audience. He urged tb.e tea~hers of the State to be .. consen>-
ative,"" economical," Mr. Jerome lias been a thoroughly'suceessful business' 
man, largely, unquestionably, by his having followed conservatism and econo-
my. We hope he will not 'refuse to be liberal in educational matters. 
Prof. I. N. Demmon's paper upon" The Place of Technical GramD,lar in 
the Schools of To-day," called attention to the tendency in these days <If 
laying j.t aside from the course of study. He maintained that it cannot be 
dispensed with if we would produce accurate linguists. He evidently does 
not agree with President Wood, of New York, who claims that the gJam-
mar" should have no place in the school-room." 
Hon. C. A. Gower, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, ch'airman 
of the committee on "Needed Legislation," presented a number of topics 
for the consideration of the association . 
A large number participated in the discussion. The sentiment of t.lie 
associ~tion seemed to be about as follows: . 
I. The but kind of supervision and as much of it as is possible is desirable; 
(Supt. J. M. B. Sill, Detroit.) 
2. A board should examine teachers-not a man. This 'Board should bi! a 
Central State Board, consisting of specialists, whose duty it shall be to I'r~-
'pare questions for the examination of all common.school teachers: . 
3. Ont man should superintend, not a board. ' 
4. The examining and supervising power should not be the same. 
demand for ' the county superintendency was unanimous. 
5. The province of the State Superintendent should be greatly enlarged 
and a respectable salary should be attached to that position. It was sho,!,,'1" 
that the funds which should, in accordance witll the provisions of law; be' 
expended for the benefit <If the township libraries, are greatly perverted 'to ' 
other ends. 
In the evening the Assoication convened in the Opera House to listen ',to 
.. An Evening in Wonderland," an illustrated lectiire on llie YellowstO,lle 
National Park, by William 1. Marshall, Fitchburg, Mass. The lecture was , 
well received, considering the temperature of the room in whicli 'it was de- . 
.livered. The illustrations are admirable; the dessription instructive . ... ' :' 
MORNING SESSION.-THURSDAY, Dec. 30, ISSo.-The devotional exerCises 
were conducted by Prof. Joseph Estabrook, Olivet Coll~ge. .' -
The papers," The New Botany," by Prof. W. J. Beal; A;gricultura! eo)!. 
lege, Lansing, and" Primary ' ErrorS," by W. N. Hailman, Detroit, were fUID 
of sucb thoughts as specialists think-such thoughts as only specialists can 
evolve. . ' 
Prof. W .. H. Payne, Unfversity of Mi~higan, led the discussion on .. To 
what e""tellt do the strictu.re,s of Mr. Charles Francis Adams In NovemDJ!f. 
Harpers'· Monthly apply ' to ,Michigan 'Superintendents?" .He analy.~the 
I -4' t t' 
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article of Mr. Adams; and showed that in, some respects, as applied, t? our 
township superintendency system, the criticisms are in many instance.s Just; 
while to make such assertions, as Mr. Adams lays down, of the supenntend. 
ents of the graded schools o( the State would be the gr?ssest injustice. Mr. 
Payne's criticism of this article have already appeared 10 the W EEKLY as an 
' M. Hazlett, Lafayette; deorge Osborn, Marion; -John ·S. Irwin; Fort 
Wayne. 
Executive Committee-E. H . Butler, Winchester, chairman; O. L. Kelso, 
editorial. " ' , 
¥TERNOON SESSloN.-The paper by H. N. French, Kal~mazoo, .upon 
-( The University Diploma System," provoked a somewhat aOlmated diSCUS. 
sion, which was carried on by Profs. I. N. Demmon, and W. H. Payne and 
- Messrs. Z. Truesdel, J. M. B. Sill, and the author of Ihe paper 
It was the purpose of the argument to show th<lt the diploma system 
works, injustice to those schools not enjoying th"is·privilege. 
The last paper read, " A Study in Natural Science," by Prof. A. J. C?ok, 
Agricultural College. Lansing, was accompanied by .practical illustrations. 
'l'he professor's assistants brought in the slain body of a cat recently de. 
ceased, stretched upon a board. A series of interesting experime~ts was 
performed, such as causing the semblance of inhalation, the contraC\lon~ of 
• different muscles, the inflation of the lungs, etc. The lecture was especlall.y 
valuable as showing how a little "gumption," some patience, and a fair 
share of invention may" pro.duce simply devised apparatus for the perform, 
ance of valuable experiments. 
, Judge Thomas A. Cooley, Ann Arbor, was ul]able to be present to delivc;r 
his address, "School Boards; Their Responsibilities to the People and thelT 
. Dnties to the Schools." It will appear rn the published report of the 
fransactions of the Association, which, it is hoped; will be issued sqon. 
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : President-~rof. 
Austin G.eorge, Normal 'School, .~psilanti. Vice Presidents-I. N . Welling. 
ton, Detroit High School; M. T. Goss, Flint. Secretary-O. D. Thompson, 
Romeo. Treasurer-Z. Truesdel, Flint. Executive Committee: For one year-
Vj. J . Beal, Lansing; C. R. Miller, Adrian; A. D. Cheesebro, Grand Ra~. 
ids; for two , years, Rev. Kendall Brooks, Kalamazoo; L. McLouth, YpSI-
IiLnfi; Miss Julia A. King, 'Charlotte; for three ' ears, I. N. Demmon, Ann 
Arbor , E. A. Strong, Grand Rapids; D: E. Haskins, Hanover. 
The sessions were well attended and much interest was manifested. 
INDIANA. 
The State Teachers' Association met at Masonic Hall, Indianapolis, Tues. 
day ·evening. December 28. The attendance was small. but among those 
present were many of the prominent educators of the State. 
Mayor Caven delivered the addresS" of welcome, to which Mr. J. T. Merrill, 
, President of the Association, responded. . 
Mr. John Cooper, Superintendent of the Richmond schools, the president 
elect, t\len delivered the inaugural address, at the conclusion of which Prof. 
John B. Peaslee, superintendent of the Cincinnati schools, addressed the 
ass9c,iation, paying a very higQ compliment to the Indiana Public School 
system, and to Superintendent Smart personally. A telegram of conaratu. 
' lation wa~ then read, sending !,'I'eetings from Colorado, which was responded 
to, and greetings were also sent to lllinois and Michigan. 
Mr. Joseph Carhart, of the Stilte Normal School at Terre Haute, read a 
paper on " Analytical Reading," ana spoke of the somewhat celebrated re-
. Ilort of Mr. Geo. A. Walton, on the reltults of his investigation of the schools 
of N~rfolk county, Mass., cited by Richard Grant White. in a recent review. 
Th~essayist characterized Mr. White as an "impractical, erratic magazine 
writer." 
" The next paper, by Mr. Frank P. Adams, principal of ihe Central N:ormal 
SchoqI. at Danville, was a review of the life of th" poet S!>elley, 'lspecia\l¥ 
in its relation to his school life: " ' , 
In the a(ternoon, Prof. John L . Campbell, of Wabash College, read a paper 
on .( Educational Exhibits at International Expositions," . 
He thought they should not be made by individuals or corporations, nor 
e:ven by cities and towns, bueby States, the expense being borne by the State. 
Many advantages accrued from our exhibitions, and if such a showing is 
made in i883, with all the advantages which our people have gained by ex-
perience. Indiana will then assume the position to which she is entitled. 
~ Pr<?f. Smart, in discussing this paper, urged the importance of each State 
taking aD interest in this matter, not only, in education, but in all the pro. 
ducfs and interests of the State, aDd advised the expenditnre of $12,000 in 
this direction. . 
M;iss ~uretta Hoyt addressed-the association on the ql!eslion of teaching ' 
the,pr0Pl:rties of alcohol in schoob, and presented the merits of a school 
'. book on t he temperence problem. . 
Mr. George P. Brown; President of the State Normal School at Terre 
Haute, presented a paper entitled, " An Essay to Define and Encourage the 
Professional Education of Teachers." He defined what might be considered 
essennal elements,in the training for the sCience of teaching, including psy· 
• chology or the growth of the faculties; the science of the body, so far as it 
relat~ to the functions of the different organs and the conditions necessary 
to t.heir healthful activity; and all those matters , which can possibly b.e in-
clnded in the knowleCige of children, their relations to society and govern. 
, ment and themselves. Much of this can be llccompJished by a proper 
training for teaching. a,nd making their work a profession. 
In the.·,evening Rev. 0 . , C. McCulloch delivered his lecture "The 
Science of Childhood" to', an appreciative audience of teachers and citi-
zens, . 
Bruceville; P. P. Stultz, Rising Sun ; John M. Wallace, Columbus; J. L . 
Campbell, Wabash College; J . K. Waltz, Logansport ; H. W. Wiley, Pur-
due University. 
Recording Secretary-Mrs. Anna E . H. Lemon, of Spencer. 
Mr. John Moore, superintendent of the New Harmony scho.ols, presented, 
a paper on "The advavantages and disadvantages of. our school. system 
compared w,ith that of Canada." He' began by speakm2:. of the di1reren~e 
of conditions where the people have no share 10 the chOice of rulers or 10 
the making of the laws. Mr. Moore developed the school system of On-
t'lTio from its inception the aid extended to high schools, colleges and 
the common schools the compulsory attendance, the uniformity of text 
books, and all the e'lements which establish the ~ystem. He found ml\ny 
objectionable features in the Canadian school system, but commende~ many 
of the best results attained in the province, to the teachers of Indiana. , 
An able paper was then ' presen ted by R. G. Borne, Superhltendent of 
the Frankfort schools on .. Anticipati,on Work in School Economy." What 
is needed is personal knowledge of each pupil under the care of each teacher" 
and a study of his personal characteristics. The·needs 9feducation are power 
and capacity, and these can b~st. be secured by personal effort and study of 
the characteristics of the pupil m order to attam the best results of teach • 
ing. The paper was '>riefly discussed by Mr. D . H. H . Shewmaker, of , 
Muncie. 
Governor ("Iect Porter, who was in the audience, was invited to the plat-
form and tespo~ded to calls for. a speech. He said he felt, ~retty m~ch at 
home before a Jury o'r a promiscuous assemoly, but he fe .t It was dl~~uJt 
to address teachers, because they were inclined to be somewhat critical. 
He said he had been unable to visit them as often as he ~ould have ~e­
sired because of the time consumed in preparation for assummg the duties 
of his office and in getting ready for 'a very pleasant journc;y he was. to take 
in a few days, but, he had come, because he felt an interest 10 educah.on and 
,was anxious to demonstrate it to the teachers of the State, whose Import-
ance to its interest he considered so great. He said that 'when he should 
assume the duties of his office they might rest as.sur~d tha.t there was one at 
the head of the State who would take an interest 10 their work, ~nd h;h~ 
would favor anything which might aid them and advance the ~ause 10 w c f 
they were working. He impressed upon the teachers the Importance 0 
directing the minds of their' pupils to the reading of good bo.oks, as
f 
t~ey were 
the most potent influence in education and in the formatlHon 0th c karadcttehr, , 
f h . . his own family e an e e and .. arrated some 0 is experiences . 10 d h d to b; able to throw 'open 
teachers for the reception accorded him an ope _ " 
his doors to them next year. call~d out and expres. 
Prof. John M. Bloss, State superintendent ele~t, was nd all things which 
sed his desire and determination to co.opera~e I~ a? State' 
would tend to advance the i';'terest of educfatlOn ~n ~t ete ass~ciations ofIowa Telegrams of congratulation were read rom tea _ 
and Illinois now in session. . H S' rt resel)ted a re-
In the afternoon session, supenntendent James . ma p k f 
port on .. Reading for Children.'" It was the result of .the wor 0 a com· 
mittee appointed last year, of which Mr. Smart was chalTman. . 
He thought that, while public libraries did mu~h good, yet so Jar ~ ~~~~~: 
are concerned they may in many cases do h!,r~ Instead of goo • . . 
. well selected volumes fqr children in a ,home hb~a'1.' are worth more to chil~. 
ren than a hnndt"ed thousand volumes In a public library, and one volume l!l 
the hands of a child of which it is the owner, is of far more value than a 
great many from a public library or borrowed from friends. One lady, who 
contributed to the report, said to Mr. Smart that she had been studying and 
working faithfully for eight years on this subject, and that she could sc;arcely .. 
fill out a list of one hundred suitable books for children. The professor· _ 
submitted ' the report, and asked teachers to secure it from the county super-
intendent and give it a careful examination. . 
Prof. J. B. Roberts. principal of the Indianapolis high school, discussed 
the reports with a carefully prepared paper on all the general branches of 
the question, considering especiallv that part which referred to the 'reading 
of the pupils in public schools. He gave the result of his own examination 
into the ,books read by the pupils of' his school for one year, and recom· 
me'nded the general adoption of the sy.tem by all teachers, which would 
in a short iime furnish indications of the kind of books read by pupils, 
and the number of each class read. Mr. Roberts also recommended· 
methods for attaining the best re~ults in historical reading, .and propo~ed 
methods of reviewing and study ID order to fix the facts falTly 10 m1Od. 
The paper was 'Nell received. ' . 
Miss Carrie B. Sharpe, of the Fort Wayne public schools, the 
who had a place on the ~r?~ramme;read a' paper on .. U.nder the . 
which was a trenchant cntlClsm of some of the methods 10 vogue 10 the 
mon school. She instanced as some of the .treacherous under curreufs In 
. schools at present, the crowding of the course of study with new branches 
and the discipline required by school boards, but utterly impo~s!ble to C~hry 
.out· in practice. The princi pal idea running through the paper was t at 
teachers attempted to do too much, and as a consequence\vere not able to do 
what 'they should. . . . . 
, SECOKD DAy.'-T·here was ,a fair ~ttendance in the morning . session 
the second day_ Mr. Serle, of Lafayette, in the cli'air. ' 
The following oflicers were reported for the-next ye'ar: 
Dr. Moss, president of the State nniversity, proposed a resolutton of t~anKs 
of to Prof. Smart for his services to the school interests of the State, an!! assur-
ing him of the personal regard of the teachers, which was adopted by a 
President-H. B. Jacobs, New i\lbany. 
' Vice Presidents-John Moore, New Harmony; J. A. Woods, Salem; 
C. W. HOItdin, State . NormaI. School ; Wm. A. Bell, Indianapolis; Miss 
rising vote. ' . 
, Prof. H. S. Tarbell, superintendent of' the Indianapolis schoo~s, read , a ~ 
paper oil .. Special Schools for Juvenile Delinquents," which·was dtscussed by . 
Major J. W. Gordon. ,.": 
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After concluding ihe miscellaneous business the association adjourned sine 
die. 
The annual banquet was held last night at .the Grand hotel. Toasts and 
responses and general merriment were the order of the evening. 
WISCONSJN. 
The late arrival of trains, and the absence of one of the speakers an. 
nounced for the first exercises of the association, led to the postponement of 
the opening session until the following morning. 
The principals' associatinn was ' called to order at 9:15 o'clock Tuesday 
mo{ning, by its President, Prof .. J. Q. Emery. . 
Supt. C. F. Viebahn read a paper on "Social Science." He held that this 
science directs the minds of pupils to the chief ends of all instruction-the 
improvement of society. He argued that to be of benefit, it must be taught 
in its elementary phases in the primary department, and continued throughout 
the course . . One or two terms of school work on a particular branch is not 
likely to stimulate investigation in that direction , because the habit is not 
formed. The writer would Qvercome objection to teaching sociology from 
lack of time by teaching it in connection with other branches-object lessons. 
history, science. 
Miss Jennie Muzzy followed with a paper on "General History." Local 
history should be taught to young children by conversation, as a means of 
. stimulating historical inquiry. Such conversations mi!,!ht take place in con. 
nection with exercises in geography, giving zest to that branch. and forming 
the basis of subsequent work, when the more formal study of history is begun. 
She maintained that to .interest scholars in history, the imagination must be 
excited and curiosity awakened. Dry facts, without any apprehension of the 
causes that gave them life, are not likely to be remembered. The paper was 
well received, and a short discussion followed, in which Prof. Stewart elll. 
phasized the importance of introducing matter not in the text·books to give 
life to the study. 
Prof. W. H. Beach read an excell.ent paper on "Language." He spoke of 
the poverty of language so noticeable in uneducated people, forcing them to 
resort to comparisons and other figures of speech, where educated persons 
would tell what they had to say much more definitely, without such substitutes 
for precise words. He maintained that the familiar use of words gives rise 
to new thoughts, as the skillful management of money increases wealth or 
the bandy use of tools tempts the artisan to become an inventor. Not until 
good language is used at home can the study of grammar in schools be abol. 
ished. ManY'good writers and speakers have but little acquaintance with 
technical grammar, and yet speak correctly, which the writer took to be the 
result of the constant use of good language. The thing which the word 
represents should be first considered and the word representing the thing, 
afterward. Composition should precede analysis. The reader recommended 
th" nse of diagrams in an .. lysis and the study and committal of choice speci. 
mens of classic ~nglish. Superintendent Grey agreed with Professor Beach, 
as to the influence of educated parents, and would therefore always advocate 
the putting of the best men and women in ·the primary schools. 
Prof. Westcott deprecat-:d the practice of promoting teachers of primary 
departments into oilier grades;as soon as they had proved their fitness to be 
primary teachers. It would be better to pay them bigher wages to remain 
where they were. He would try to get tbe best talent to go .into the primary 
depar~ment. . 
Professor Schmidt approved the old ABC method to many of the highly 
philosophical, but very often unnatural methods tried by many primary 
teachers now.a.days. He ventured the assertion that we could not get the 
best teachers to go into primary schools; but Mr. Grey'declared that we could 
if the people would pay them to go there. Mr. Anderson objected to hav. 
. ing an object lesson or any other lesson turned into a language lesson. He 
believed the whole attention of the class should be focalized on the subject 
in hand. Mr. Emery said that clear, vigorous language was the expression of 
clear; vigorous thought. Develop the thought, and it would find words for 
its own expression . 
In opposition to the utterance of a weak brother, whose knowledge .of 
newspapers, seems to be limited to the cheapest sort, an<J. who therefore ob. 
jects to children's reading them, Professor Westcott very sensibly decla red 
that he would rather have his children read the substantial parts of a 'good 
newspaper, than Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, or Robinson Crusoe. 
In the afternoon Professor Westcott undertook to answer the question, 
.. What Subjects in Natural Science Should Graded and High Schools Teach, 
and by What Methods ?" He would keep in mind the capicily of the child, 
and _ the range of his opportunities for observation. He concluded that 
geogtaphy, physics, astronomy and chemistry, botany and zoology, may all be 
taught in grammar and high schools to advantage. That if any of these are 
omitted, astronomy and chemistry could be left out with less loss to the 
pupil than either of the others. As to the method of teaching the sciences, 
he recommended tbe grei test possible effort to develop habits of originar 
investigation ,by tbe use of specimens. A lively discussion ensued. Rev . J. 
B. Pradt considered that the difficulty in adopting Professor Westcott's method 
would be in traveling outside the text. W. H. Beach objected to leaving 
_chemistry o"t, but agreed with Professor Westcott as to method. Professor 
Schmjdt advocated the study of astronomy and the omission of botany and 
chemistry. Professor Daniells recommended lahoratory work, and spoke of 
the importance of lectures. . 
The expediency of merging the Wisconsin Principals' Association, and the 
State Association was then discussed. Mr. Clough advocated the continued 
existence of the assOciation, and Mr. Miller talked vigorously in favor of 
merging the two bodies. He said that the division of the association had 
tended to dIminish the interest in the whole. 
On motion of Professor Beach, ir was resolved that Mr. Smit~, M'r. 
Ingalls and Mr. Anderson be appointed a committee to report officers f~r ' 
the ensuing year, that the association be continued, but that no programme 
be prepared, and that the president be empowered to call the association ~or 
special purposes, at his option. Professor Sprague read a paper on '~ E~g!.sh 
Literature." Assuming that the motives to study are the henefits of d.sc.pitne, 
enthusiastic love of the truth, and the acquisition of facts· for future use, he 
showed that English literature met all these requirements in a large mea~u~. 
The report of the Committee on Nominations was adopted and the fol. 
lowing officers elected for the ensuing year : S. A. Hooper, President) A. · 
A. Miller, Vice President; W. G. Clough, Secretary; J . H. CummlOgs, 
Treasurer. 
At the meeting of the General AssoCiation in the evening ·President Bas. 
com argued against the phonic system of spelling ref.orm. . It was conceded 
on all sides to be one of the strongest papers on th.IS subject that hils been 
'given to the public for many a day. ' Of course the friends of the phonic 
system were not destroyed, but they admitted it was not easy to '~verthrow 
all of the learned doctor's arguments. . 
The Teachers Association opened Wednesday morning with 'the report of< · 
the Committee on State Certificates. C. F. Viebahn, T . C. Chamberlain and 
T . F . Frawley, which, after a brief discussion, was adopted. -
J . T . 'Lunn read a paper suggesting a course of reading for teachers. It 
exhibited familiarity with many of the best authors aud showed that t~e. 
author had made his subject a careful study. This was followed by ~ dts • . 
cussion of "School Discipline," by W. E. Anderson, S. S. Hooper, Pres.dent • . 
McGregor, and others. ' 
The report of the Committee on the State University, Samuel Shaw, J .- Q. 
Emery and E. B. Wood, manifested the unanimous feeling of the- teachers 
in favor of the closest possible affiliation between themselves and tpe facultY 
of the University in the work of adjusting the courses of study of the com· 
mon schools and the Universi ty to each other, ' and removing all unneces· 
sary hindrances in grading pupils from the high schools into the University. 
The County Superintendents met on Wednesday afternoon. Your cor· 
respondent is unable to send you any report of the proceedings. ~ 
On Wednesday evening Dr. J. B. Whiting, of . Janesville, delivered ' an 
address on .• The C bild of To.day, the Citizen of To.morrow." . 
. On Thursday morning the Hon. W. C. Whitford, State Superintendent, 
read a paper on .. State Tax for Our Public Schools." He showed that 
the cost of ~,;pporting the public schools is very unevenly apportioneil, 
rendering the support of such schools much more onorous for the new and 
poor districts tllan it is for the more populous and wealthy one.. He sug. 
gested a plan, which, it is to be hoped, will command' the earnest considera. 
.tion of the Legislature, whereby more encouragement will be given to weak 
districts. . 
The next 'subject discussed was "Teaching Language in Our Gra$1ed '. 
Schools," participated in hy W. C. Clough, J . H . . Cummings, H. C. How. 
land, C. A. Hutchins, and A. J . Hutton. The party which regards the 
University as the top.sheaf of our publiC school syslem, is unanimo)ls as to 
the expediency of teaching the languages in the graded schools. . 
The rest of the programme consisted of an instructive paper by W. S. Jobn. 
son, on •• Drawing in Common Schools," and t~e reports of the committees 
on Normal schools. "rivate education and .Idndergartel! work, on colleg!!s, 
on institutes, on school supervision, and on practical education, oJ which we 
are sorry to be unable to say anything for want of space. ~ 
A resolution was introduced and passed requesting the State Superintend-
ent to publish in the J Olfrnalof E,/ucalion the names of all persons hold. 
ing State certificates, the mode by which they were ol:!tained, and the institu-
tions from which countersigned diplomas have been ·obtained. _ :. 
The intensely cold weather reduced the attendance and detracted s<!mewhat'.~ 
from the pleasure of this meeting. but could not prevent its being \,-n interest· 
ing and profitable occasion to all present. 
MINNESOTA. 
The fifth annual meeting of the Minnesota Educational Association began 
in the hall of the House of Representatives, Saint Paul, Tuesday evening, 
Dec. 28. Prof. John L. Downey, of the University of Minnesota, occupied 
the evening with an address upon "Leaders." . 
11 was listened to by a small audience composed mainly of St. Paul teach-
ers with some from the neighboring portions of the State. The intense ~ 
cold of the preceding forty~eight hours, with the mercnry 20 degrees below 
zero, and trains generally delayed or suspended, had deterred very many 
from coming to the meeting. . -
On Wednesday morning however the attendl,lnce was much larger, delega~es 
continued to arrive from all parts of the State, and a good degree of 1U-
terest was manifested which arose to enthusiasm when" QuIncy methods" . 
began to be discussod. ' 
The address of the President, Surerin"tendeht C. W. ~mitlj, of HennSliin .' 
county, was an able"resenta'tion 0 current topics and of-questions especially . 
momentous in this Stllte, the high ·school law, a State tax for support: of 
schools. and teachers' institutes. He said: ,. . 
.• The history of education in Minnesota represents growth. 'and consider-
ing the age of the State, its educators have no reason- to be a~liamed .of tbe . 
record. Their energy, their pur-pose, their enthusiasm, their energized work , 
have been exerci .. d for the upbuilding of this graml educational fabric. ' SO 
well has the labor heen accomplished, that the people recora their judgment 
in substantial support, joear by year, and to.day, perhaps more th.an ever he-
fore, popular education is-cherished by their fostering care. . . 
"Tne legislature at its last'session, in its wisdom; recogniz~ tl.e 'import-
ance and necessity of high schools by making an appropriation for their en-
couragment. The apprppriation has been exhausted in the manner provided 
for, 'and it becomes nec~ssary.[or our law mak~rs to supple)llent tliu "aiCl at 
THE 
the coming legislative session; if the good work commenced is not crippled 
I or destroyed in its infancy, 
.. There can be no difference of op,inion among the friends of intellectual 
progress concerning the importance of those invaluable agencies, teachers' 
institutes. The only objection we can raise is that we do not have enough 
of them. No other meetings are so 'Yell attended or take stronger hold 
upon the interest of the community where they are held." 
Following this address, State Superintendent Burt presented resolutions 
looki.ng to appropriate legislation ul'on the county superintendency. Some 
JIlodifications of the existing plan for fixing salaries was recommended and 
adopted. 
Superintendent Burt also made a repllrt upon the present mode of distri-
- buting the school tax, but recommended no legislation. The sense of the 
A~sociation, however, seemed unanimous in favor of a uniform State tax. 
. Principal D. L. Hiehle~ of the St. Cloud Normal School, made a report 
'upon the last meeting of the National Association, The report dwelt not 
so much upon the business of that meeting, as the spirit which animated it, 
and tbe drift of thought upon education as manifested there. ,The report 
provoked exfended discussion, in which new departures of the Quincy order, 
and Norfolk county examinations were thoroughly ove<hlluled. 
It was pretty generally acknowledged that the schools of Eastern Massa-
epuset-s are up to the average. In fact, all the di scussions of the Associa-
tion, were marked by a spirit of candor, and an earnest purpose to discover 
defects and correct whatever is faulty. A growing sentiment in favor of 
,unity, and a disposition to withstand all hostile attacks upon the public 
schools was also noticed. Such w~re the sentiments of the very strong and 
:;are~ully prepared paper ,~f SUPerlntende~t ~. ~' . Wright, St. Paul, upon 
HlDdranet;~ to be Met; and that of Pnnclpal A. E . Engstrom, Cannon 
F;alls, upon Courses of Study and Records in our Common Schools." As 
the resu!t of the latt~r pal?err commi~tees were appointed to see what can be 
!l~comphshed for umformlty of studies and records in ungraded and high 
schools. 
.The evening.of Wednesday presented a little variation from the consider-
at~on _ of theones, by the, address of .Prof. W. M. A. Pike University of 
Mll;'n.esota, upon" Indus trial ~duc~tion," accompanied by ~amples of iron-
worklDg !>y students of the U Dlverstty. Specimens of forge and vise work ' 
were shown. 
- A resolution of the Association, afterward passed commended the exhibit 
and endorsed Prof. Pike's work in the University. ' , 
The. papers of Thursday were I, Vocal Music in' our Public Schools" by 
Prof: Priem, St. Paul; " Instruction in Governmental Ideas" Princip~1 W 
W: K·ey.sor .. Austin; "T~7 Necessity for~Supervision:' Prof: J, T. Marvin: Mmne~pol~~ Academy; The Kindergarten the basis of all sUb.sequent 
Educatl?n, by Mrs. T. C. Eccleston, of the Winona Normal " and" The 
, State HIgh School Question:' by Prof. J. Brooks University of'Minnesota 
Tile latter two papers wi~1 be published. The 'paper of D.r. Brooks wa~ 
granted by all who heard It, to be a complete vindication of higher education 
by the State. 
A committee al?pointed last year to consider and report upon the high 
school. law, made Its report through Prof. Shepherd, of Winona. The report 
recaplt~lated the features of the old law, pointed out its defects and the ob-stacle~ ID the way of its operation, sustained the action of the majority of ~e H~gh School Board in suspending operations Md presented an outline 
0 _ a bill ~o be hrough~ before the legislature. H~n. C. S. Bryant; Secretary 
of tbe Hlgb School Board, also presented a draft for a bill for the same pur-
pos.eo The whole subject wa.referred to a new committee with instruction 
to secure appropriate legislation. ' ., .' ,'. 
• Afte~ the transaction of some routine business the Associatir n adjourned 
nile tlu on Tbursday afternoon . 
. Tbe general sentiment is that a very profitable a.nd interesting session had 
been held. All teachers wbo have attended will retur n to tbeir work with 
renewed zeal and in the hop~ of a bright future for education in this great 
commonwealtb. 
~be offic~rs of th; A~sociatio? for the ensuing year are: President, B. F. 
,wngbt, SalDt Paul. Vice PreSident, Miss E. A. Wheeler, .Winona; Secre -
tary,.J. H. Gates, Anoka; Treasurer. H. L. Moore, Lake City. 
. It IS understood tbat tbe next me~ting will be held at Lake ,City, some-
bme next summer. 
A!, e.xbibit of .beautiful writing and drawing, done in the regular work of 
pupils ID the SalDt Paul scbools. under the direction of Prof. J. D. Bond, was 
made and, attracted general notice and commendations. 
ILLINOIS. 
. Tbe following officers were elected for tbe ensuing year: E. A. Gastman; 
of:Qecatur, President; Samuel E . Harwood. of Carbondale, Secretary; M. 
AJldre'!s; of Galesburg, Treasurer. Executive Committee-E. E . Mann: of 
Geneva ; A. F. Nigbtingale, of Lake View; and M. L. Seymour, of Normal. 
A'Vice President from each congressiona,l district was also elected. . 
. A sbort session of the County Superintendents ,was held in the Senate 
Cbamber, with HOI!. James A. Slade, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
in the·cbair. The subject 6f scbpol trUS,tees, and their methods of keeping 
accoun'ts of school funds, was ·discussed, Mr. Slade maintaining ' that the 
County Superintendents sbould exercise a general' supervision of the books 
and enforce correct methods of keeping the accounts. He was warmly seconded· 
in his remarks by the Supervisors present, several of whom complained o( 
tbe loose business of some school-fund treasurers, and cited instances in 's)lp-' 
port ef thei~ argument for reform in the prevailing methods of school-fund 
management. ' . 
, In the Teacher's Association, Prof. Rourke opened the discussion of the 
subject, " ~'oW' to Secure Increased Efficiency on the part of School Directors." ~ 
WEEKLY, 
He was opposed to "tinkering" with tbe scboollaw. He thought that as 
directors received. no compensation for their services they had sbown, as 
a rule, considerable efficiency. ' . 
Others took part in the discussion, and the prevailing idea was that 
the law was not so mucb at fault as the people wbo fail to choose men 
of education. 
In the afternoon Gen. J obn Eaton, United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation, addressed the convention, dwelling prIncipally upon tbe general 
~utlo?k of ~ducation in the· U niled States as seen during his tours of observa-
Iton 10 vanous parts of the country, and ,as revealed by the official returns 
from the several State and Territorial officers, reLeived at the Bureau of 
Education. 
After cer~ain routine business had been disposed of, President Cook de-
livered a lively, entertaining address. Observing tbat paren~s gave little or 
no time to the inspection of their schools, he held that tbey should provide 
able superintendents. County supervision should be improved and made more 
efficient. The superintendents should be better paid, and for every $25 worth 
of supervision now, there should be $100 worth. The superintendent sbould 
be a teacber, a thorough scholar, an educational specialist, as well as, a 
person of tact and executive ability. He urged tbat the Legislature be 
asked to make it obligatory upon the County Supervisors to provide more 
liberally for school supervision ; and advocated tbe passage of laws to take 
the election of Coun :y Superintendents entirely out of politics. It was also 
urged tbat County Superintendents should be required to hold certificates 
issued by the State Superintendent. This address contained many excellent 
suggestions, and they were well received. , ' 
Superintendent A. M. Brooks, of the Springfield public scbools, le~ in t~e 
discussion after President Cook's address. He desired more effiCiency ID 
county supervision. and urged tbat tbe matter be ta~e.n .out of tbe di~ty 
pool of politics. County superintendents, in his. oplDlon, sbould not be 
elected, but appointed by a State Board of Educa~lOn only a(t.er a tborougb 
examination. He would have this board made emlDentl~ effic .. ~nt by. exam-
ination. Political parties per se should riot have a?yt.hl~g to d~ wltbtithe 
matter as it is not a question that ought to be deCided Y poPhu ar vOt n~. Th ' d d ' n the country for t e coun ry s ere was too mucb voting alrea'y one I W 11 of Oregon and 
good. The question was further, discussed by E. L: I ,eb s'elit from r~dical th M W II d 'd t hope for any matena en o ers. r. e s I no , I Th re seldom composed 
changes. He bad no faitb in the Legis at~res. . eya th re were at least 
of the best material of the country. In hIS ?wn county \0 had recentl 
f.JUr hundred men better suited to represent It than those w y 
been elected. W P k r of Bos 
The Association met in the evening to hear Col. F. . arh e I' h-ton, upon supervision in tbe Quincy schools. Througho.ut t e ecture t e 
colonel burlesqued what modern teachers have be.en dotng for ~he last 
twenty-five years. He ridiculed the prevalent habit of oral teachmg. It 
was, in his mind, pernicious. Promotions sbould .not be made by pe~ cents. 
The teacher in the next grade should decide the matter by. tes~mg tbe 
pupil's power to do. Neitber did the Colonel believe in examlDatlOns for 
promotions. The sole purpose' of a teacher shoul~ be to produce mel;'tal 
development. J::Ie believed in different metbods-<hflere.nt ways of .sowlng. 
No teacher can judge of the virtue of one method w~thoUI ~~owlD.g two 
methods ' cannot tell whicb method is best witbout bemg famlhar With all 
methods: and the principles underlyinl! the~. All sai~, the .way to learn 
how to do anytbing is to do it. The world IS full of IDventlons to teach 
pupils to do a thing by learning to do somethIng else. The best way to le~rn 
to read is , to read, out our schools are full of teaching reading by teacblDg 
sometbing else. • / 
The vrogramme and regulation system in public schools was treated very 
severely. It force<,l a resort to text learning. The minds of pupils are not 
capable of receiving the instruction indicated by superior autbority. Tbe 
teacher should be allowed freedom to exercise his or her own judgment to 
decide upon the capabilities of her pupil's mind to receive instruction-how . 
much, and of what character. The teacher should not be compelled to win 
the mind by laws made EY superintendent or supervisor. The teacher sbould 
be given time to study the mind. Common sense sbould be brought to bear 
in the management of our schools. If our ships were managed. as 0\lr 
scbools are, they would sink; and if our railroads were managed in the same 
way, tbey would soon . become bankrupt. The effort to teach a cbild in five 
JIIinntes what it should not be taught in a year, was the result of tbe pro-
gramme regulation system and the driving forward to attain a certain per 
cent. The Colonel concluded by urging the lIecessity of making teaching an 
art and a profession. 
SECOND DAY.-Tbe ·second day's session of the State Teachers' Associa-
tion began with an increl!sed attendance, and tbe published programme was 
closely followed. The .forenoon was devoted to a discussion of the addr.ess 
delivered by Col. W. Parker, of Boston, ot:' Tuesday evening, upon the 
school system of Quincy. Mass. AlI!ong tbose participating were ouperin-
, tendent Sla~e, B (7. Roots. Pre;'idenl Hewitt, L~sli.e Lewis, James C. Bul'l)~, 
D. H: Hams, and W. H. Smltb, Col. Parker belDg kept busy answering 
q~estlons. Messrs. C, . E. Mann and ~. J: Hoenshell were appointed a j:om-
mlttee to act as a medIum of commuDlcation between school boards desiring 
teachers, and tea~he~s desiring places. E. A. Gastman, treasure~r, reported 
that tbe centenmal fund amounts to $803.75, and tbat it was impossible to 
loan tbe money at 8 ~r ,cent., as directed. 
At noon .tbe ASSOCiation Ilccepted an invitation from Col. Harlow and 
in a body. made a tour of i.nspection t~rough the State House . • At (be ~fter. _ 
noon sessIOn O. S. H. Wblte, of Peona, read a carefully-prepared pape1 on _ 
" School Systems." . He gave ~n outl!ne of tlte system suggested by the Hon. L H. Smart, of Indlana, .. at tbe meetmg qf State Superintendents at Wash. 
il!gton.last Fe)>I;uary-sald such a system would seCUR: (reedom from politlcs. 
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permanency of administration, and fitness .cor serv·ice. Mr. ·White gave an 
. interesting sketch of the school system prevailing in the Province of Ontario,. 
'Canada, and ' expressed the belief that that the ungraded country schools of 
Ontario, taken as a whole, are superior to those of the United States. 
,A telegram was received from the Colorado State Teachers' Association, 
in session at Denver, sending greetings. Just before the adjournment a mild 
bombshell was thown into ·the meeting by Mrs, E . C. Learnard, of Cham-
paign, in the shape of a resolution pledging the teachers of Illinois to use 
their best endeavors to inculcate temperance principles in the schools. A 
motion· to table the resolution was defeated by 42 to 19. A spirited discus-
sion ensued, and 6nally the resolution was adopted, on a call of the roll, by 
a vote of 62 to 20~ , 
At the evening session John B. Peaslee, Superintendent of Schools of Cin-
cjnnati, delivered a lecture on "Gems of Literature in Our Public Schools." 
l it 'was nn earnest appeal for the more thorough teaching of English Iitera-
ture 'as a means of making the public schools of greater utility in the ad-
" ancement of the people. 
• THIRD DA:Y.-The morning hour of the last day was occupied by Prof. A. 
F . Nightingale, on " Classical Instruction in Public Schools" It took strong 
grounds in favor of classical instruction in the public schools of the highest 
grades. 
The morning session concluded with an address 'by Prof. J " H . Blodgett, 
of Rockford, on " Truancy in Public Schools," which was full of practical 
suggestion " nd advice. A discussion follow~d, led by Superintendent Har-
vey. of Paris, joined in by Principal Hood, of Sparta, and Principal Hays, 
of Urbana. Previous to the noon adjournment a dispatch was received 
from the Iowa State Teachers' Association, through R. G. Sanderson, Presi-
dent,· in the following words : .. Iowa sends greeting to Illinois. The Iowa 
,blizzard has ilot depressed the educational thermometer." Also a dispa(ch 
from the Indiana State Teachers' Association, sending greetings through' 
their President, John Cooper. On motion, the ' President was requested ' to 
send proper responses. 
The afternoon session was filled up with routine work and the reports of 
committees. 
-, 'One of the .most enjoyable features of the Association, from fi'rst to last, 
was the excellent music furnished by County Superintendent Sabin and Mrs. 
,Sabin, assisted by other members. 
· Th'e thanks of the Association were very deservedly voted to Prof. Cook 
for theable ,manner in which he presided over its meetings, and to Prof. Joh,! 




Death of Prof. W . A . Moore.-The schools of Indiana have lost a faith-
ful.and efficient teacher in the death of Prof. W. A. Moore, Superintendent 
of public· schools at New .Castle. He was formerly professor of mathematics 
fo.·several y.ears,,,t Earlham College of Richmond. In .the fall of 1878, he 
was chosen principal of the high scllool of New Castle, and in the following 
year, was elected superintendent. This position he held at the time of his 
deatb, which occured on Thursday, Dec. 23, at his home in New Castle. 
He was highly esteemed as a citizen, and was a popular teacher. 
President Tuttle, of Wabash College. has recently returned from a tour 
through Europe. He proposes to give a series of lectures in the College 
cliapel ,upon his observations abroad . 
ILLiNOIS. 
'Vhe City Council of Galena has elected Mrs, Sarah C. Harris a member 
of the Board of School Directors. She is the first lady who has ever held 
office in that city. 
MINNESOTA. 
The monthly report of Superilltendent Phelps, of the Winona public 
schools, gives the following summary: Enrollment, boys, 670 ; girls 643 : 
. average daily attendance, 1,153; average number belonging to the schools. 
1,213; number of pupils neither absent nor tardy during the month, 552. 
The old he ating apparatus, placed' in the high school building at a cost · to 
the city of $20,000, has been replaced by new steam heating furnaces, at a 
cost Qf $1,600, which are a perfect success. . 
I' 
WISCONSIN. 
Milwaukee Notes.-The new primary school; in ihe Eighth Ward will be 
operied at tbe commencement of the winter term. Miss Charlotte Bergwall, 
WllO fdr 'some y'ears past 'lias heen· the efficient First Assistant in the Eighth 
District, is' promoted to the principalship of the ' primary school. Under her 
managment the school is sure to flourish. Miss Sadie F. Burr has been pro-
mpted to the \fosi tion 9f Fir~t Assistapt in the Eigh th Dis trict. 
The German teachers of the city have formed an association, styled the 
'~ G~rman American Teachers' Union." Prof. Abrams, of th~. City High 
School, is President. It wo!"ld seem the intention to incl\lde as members 
teachers outside of the public schools. Among other names of well known 
'educators, we notice the'name of . Prof. Keller, of the German and English 
• Academy." Just what the aims and objects of the association lJlay be, 'has 
'not as yet clearly appeared. 
It is propose~ to appoint a gentleman to act as superintendent of school 
janitors. It is not, prQPosed to . give ,hhn this title, but the d,!ties of his 
office would entitle' him· t;o it. 'l'here seelllS' to ~ a ne~essity "for the ap-
pointment of some man with a strong arm to control the ' janitors, and see 
that they attend to business. It is rumored t~at, in some schools, the janitors . 
have nearly as much to say about running the school a. have the principals . 
80me principals have tried unsuccessfully to boss their janitors. 
Mr. Alfred Patek, lately connected ' with the . Madison High School, has 
resigned his position there to accept a position on the staff of the_ new: Re-
publican daily paper to be established here. • 
Prof. M. J. McMahon, late Professor of Greek 'and Latin 'in the Hig~ " • 
School, has been engaged in translating into English a popular French 
work . His successful translation has secured for him a professorslii!! iii -
one of. the departments of the University of France. He has accordingl'y . 
resigned his position as Principal of the, Manitowoc schools, to proceed t'o 
France. Mr. McMahon, during ,his connection with the schools ",f Mil-' 
waukee, made many warm friends, who will rejoice to learn of his ..fell 
deserved success. . . 
Why were the night schools closed since December 22d? Many ot me, 
pupils strongly insist that there 'was no good reason therefore and claim that 
they would have attended right along. The teachers, t1)O, sadly, miss that 
two. dollars a night. No reason has been given by anyone for closing 
them. ' 
A great many honest tax payers are howling because the rate of taxation 
in two and six-tenths per cent. of the assessed valuation of property.. Some 
of tJie hard headed fellows don' t see why our fat aldermen should vote' a .• ~ 
$50.000 bonus to secure the location of a normal school here, when t·he " ' 
taxation is already well nigh unbearable. Well, there are always' two sides . 
~n~~~ .• 
It is a noticeable fact that "not a single assistant teacher from MilwauJ{ee , 
attended the meeting of t/te State Teachers' Association, lately held at 
Madison. In fact, the assistant teachers all over the State take little,·o. no 
interest in the association. It is charged that the Wisconsin State Tellc)!.; 
ers' Association is in the hands of book-agents and wily .principals" wl\o 
have axes to gnnd and who use' the Association as an advertising medium. 
Be this as it may. the fact is, th'at no one takes part in its pro.ceed,ings eicce.p~ 
these principals and high professors, and every year the same mell" <1,0 tlie 
talking. Belter can it· the State Principals' Association, and sail undc!~ trU'e 
colors. [That there is this feeling in several parts of the State, whether for ' 
good reasons or not, is a fact whi~h cannot be concealed, much as it is to he 
regretted. It is to be hoped that the newly.elected officers of the Asso~ia­
lion will take ste'ps to overcome this feeling of alienation among the very, 
class of teachers which might. be most benefited by such a body of educat-
ors in council.-Ed.] . 
It has been predicted that within one month two-thirds' of the preSent 
teachers . employed in the evening schools will be retired for"want of; puEi,\s 
to teach. It is to be hoped that some effective way will lie found to check 
·the dropping off of pupils. ' , 
Tne Bay View schools will !Ie 'closed for a short time. o";ing to tHe pre~ . 
alen~ of diphtheria in tbe v.illage. Prof. I,..ewis Funk is winning, ,all • 
enviable reputation for efficient· work in the village schooll' 
KANSA'S. 
The University Musical Union is flourishing. It is. now pr~cticing' " Tlie . 
Lay of the Bell," which beautiful cantata it will produce under tlie skilled " 
direction of Prof. Marvin, in a few weeks. -" 
Prof. Snow has recently finished a course of six lectures 
given before the students of the llniversity. , 
Dr. Harris has returned, after an absence of six· months abroad,. to hiS' n'e;" 
home in Concord, Mass . . He has been engaged during these' months in g; ' 
study of England and ·its,schools. .' .' 
Mr. A. b . Mayo recently ieft ,Boston for ail extended tour Ufrougir !lie 
Southern States, during which he expects ,to visi'! all the cities and elh~ca-
tional centers of the South. ' _. . 
Han. Justus Dartt, of Weather~field. ' Vt. , is to be the new State Superin_ " 
tendent of Education in that State. Mr. Dartt is about 45 years of age, has 
been a successful teacher for many years, and has represented his town' ilti 
tbe last three Legislatures. He is also one of .the trustees of tlie .11, II~ven"~1rr 
of Vermont. and will no doubt exercise a wise supervision over 
tional affai~s of the State. 
The National '70u",al of Education has just clesed the sixth yeal';of i ts 
life and 'its twelfth volu'lle. '. , . ' . 
In 1878 G'reat Britain paid towar? the support of s~hools unller J he con. " 
trol of the Es.tiblished Church. $3,000,000 ; toward schools of other denom., 
inations, $2,000,000; ana loward :tndenominafional schools, $2,000,000 
_ , Tho:. University of Kansas ·has register"d 1;620 visitors sl;<:,wn tllrough iJs , 
buildings since Septem\ler 1, 18~0 .' , . ' 
Prof. Jones 'recently delivered his lecture; -" The Cost' of an 
University Hall, Lawrence, I(an . It w'!-s received by a good ,audienc 
many manifest tokens of pleasure and appreciation .. 
. The Orophilian Society of tli" University have had tlieir hall 
pepeied and furnished throughout, and will ' dedicate it on ._.:. __ ,;",~,v, .. 
January 7. Hon. George R. Peck wi'1l deliver the dedicatory 
'wbich a public reception ~i11 be held in the hall; 
HORSj'ORD'S AC,ID PHOSPHATE IN NERVOUSNES~, W 
Dr. Reuben A. V..ance, of. New "'ork institute 'and Bellevue ' 
" Tlie ,prepa~'l'tioil gn w!,icli I place the mos.t reliance .is 
Phospnate.P ." . "" - • • '.'-' . 
. . \ ~ 
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TEACHING MORALS. 
. A teacher can inst~ct his' pupils much in morals, if he wishes to do so. 
Nothing is more certain than that religion, as such, must be kept out of our 
schoolroom, but it is quite as true that morals need not be. It is strange that 
though the belief of all educato," has been that character is the true end and 
-object of education, so little attention should be given · to .the work of 
forming it. This noble department of their work is scarce thought of 
by many teacher§. . 
/ But teachers who justly estimate· their responsibility to the race should leave 
no opportunity unused for employing moral teaching. Not only should they be 
ta_oght by examples hut by precept. The instruction should begin when the 
youngest child first enters school, and go on steadily. line upon line, till the 
. time when all are ready to go forth, fortified with just and holy principles. 
for the battle of life. We do not mean that the cl)i1dren should be preached 
to, bot they should'be taught the founaation maxims of good morals, and 
tbese should be abundantly illu<trated·. You need not give such instruction 
i..n stated lessons, though we have heard teachers give exercises on various 
qoestions of ethics with good effect, but at any time, and everywhere, in the 
geography or reading lesson, or on the playground, the fact of the blessing 
of right living, and the curse of evil practices, 'Should be urged, exemp\jfied, 
and-illustrated. All teachers who are in earnest in this work will certairily 
find ways and means to lay the foundation of noble characters. 
PURE AIR IN THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
Of the ten mi11ions of children in this great country, daily cooped up for 
several hours in school-houses, how many, do you suppose, are allowed the 
small boon of fresh air while they are there? About one in one hundred 
thoosaod, pirkaps. 
We koow of no subject that needs agitation so much as this, but on ·it the 
- intellects of School Boards are indeed-
u Duller than the fat weed 
That rots itself in ease on Lethe's whar("-
There is not a school in thousands wherein any rational provlston has 
been- made for ventilation. Further, the schpol-rooms are 'often small, with 
IQw, ceilings, and are overcrowded with children. We _have known prim-
a~ schools so full that but two feet of floor space was -granted to eacli 
ci!!ld, and only fifteen cubic feet of air space. And for schools, even as 
cr~wded as this, there is often no way of changing the 'air except through 
wlOdows that can not be let down from the top, and can only be put up 
from the bottom for a IittIe while at a time, because of the chill and killing 
draoghts that through them strike the overhellted little human beings within. 
And here are scores of little ones huddled, day after day, breathing over 
an~ Over the hot, foul air, weak'ening their lungs, enfeebling their systems, 
ootil the scourge of an epidemic disease mercifully removes a third or more 
- of them to a world where School Boards never come and black holes-other-
.wise called school-rooms-are unknown. • 
'. E..ery school, especially for young chtldren, should be provided with easily 
managed means of ventilation. The windows ahould be let down from the 
top easily;; the means of heating should ·be one that -could be regufated. 
- .Ev«:'Y cblld -sbould be allowed 25 feet .of floor. 'pace, and of air space 250 
coblc feet. The teachers should remember the dangers of impure air, and 
figh~ llgainst them. Refuse to work in rooms where tbere are no means pro-
vided for removing the foul air, and admitting a pure current from witbout. 
Refuse to be made a party to the wholesale · murder of children: Foul air 
is undoubtedly the parent of half the diseases known, and the cause of 
!line-tenths of the_mortality among the children of thi~ c:luntry. 
NATURAL HISTORY FOR SCHOQLS. 
It should b~ remarked that natural history should be hrought to the 
youogest children by object lessons and familiar examples at first, proceed. 
iDg from the particular to the general, with illustrations and allecdote, con. 
cerning the different animals of a class, before tbe zoological name of the 
, class ) s taught to them. _But with older children, whose . familiarity witb 
language is greater, and whose degree of mental discipline wi\l enable them 
- to grapple with uDtried subjects readily, the method of ~e text-book, to 
start out With general prin'ciples and definitions is certa\nly the best. 
,_We have used the word ' natural history above to apply. to a single branch 
6Ht-zoology. This mistake is often made. Natural history properly in· 
clDges the study of all departments of physical nature. 
_ '" The study of natural histo1'Y covers the study of both· the organic and 
the inorganic worlds. Tne inorganic world iocluc;les the earth and the air, 
_ all silbstances, solid, fluid and gaseous, covered by the name of the minerai 
kingdom. Th~ organic world iDcludes the animal and vegetable kingdoms, 
that is, all organized beings, . which are so called because they are made up of 
organs or parts, fitting togetber to form a perfect whole. Inorganic matter 
is Dot made up of such_ parts. Organic objects also grow from a force within 
kilO)Vn as the" principle of life," and re.create beings after their own kind. 
. .lnor~ic objects are formed, they do not grow, unless some outside force 
idds somethiDg to them,_ and they -have no power to reprod,uce themselves. 
The differeDces between, tile organic and inorganic worlds are very easily 
seen. - The differences betweeD the' animal and the vegetable world 'are riot 
-alwap so appareDt. ~he_D we think of the most' fnmiliar objec~s about US; 
it seems very easy to distinguish them as animals or vegetable~, but there 
are instances in which this distinction is not so easy. Animals are gifted 
with the power of moving about; plants are fixed in one place ;-but the 
sponge and coral, undoubted animals, are as fixed at the point of their 
birthplace as a cabbage bead, while the sensitive plant and Venus's Fly.trap 
move their parts witb great alacrity. 1 
The most important differences between plants and anUnals are iD their 
structure and food Plants are fed through their surface, animals through 
a digestive apparatus known as the stomach. Plants arso feed on miDerals ; 
animals on vegetables. This is the primary function of tbe vegetable world, 
to prepare food for animals. 
The classification of the natural history of animah follows, as a means 
of making the study easier. This · classification includes the naming of 
classes, orders, families, genera and species. Animals are placed in the 
same species when their points of resemblance are so many that they could 
have had a common origin. A number of species haviDg a strong general 
likeness, though differing in slight points, are said to belong to one genus. 
Several genera. with certain likenesses, are said to make one family; several 
families make one order; several orders together make a class. 
The classes in the animal world each contain a very large number of 
species. These are put together so as to form four groups, which groops 
are call~d sub.kingdoms. 
The four sub· kingdoms, or great divisi<lns, of the animal world are known 
as the vertebrata, articulata, mollusca, and radiata. 
The radiata is the lowest class of all. It includes all the zoophytes or 
animal plants, the sponge coral, and polyps. rhey are formed with a few 
simple organs, arranged around a central heart or stomacb, as the parts of 
a flower are arranged around its center. If there is any skeleton it i~ ar-
ranged thus circularly, but often no distinct skeleton exists, nor any blood. 
vessels: The nourishment of the al)imals is taken in th~ough the walls of. 
the stomach only. These animals are noticeable for the similarity of their 
parts and their power of reproducing these when they are cut off or broken. 
The mollusca are the next higher class of animals. These include the 
cuttle fish , oyster, and snail.- The bodies of these animals are soft and 
they hav~ no skeleton, but are sometimes enclosed in a loose skin or man-
tle, around which is a shell. They have no joiDts or segments ' and their 
nervous system is not perceptible, while their internal organs are not uni. 
form, some members of the class having none apparently, while in others 
the heart exists with a very complex system of blood vessels. Tbey have not, 
• as a rule, any means of locomotion, though some aDimals among them have 
IUdimentary legs. 
In the articulata, the next class of animals; the skeleton is external, en-
closing the body anJ nervous system and the muscles. This skeleton is formed 
of segmeDts which are articulated together very firmly. Some of these aDi-
mals have legs, as the crab and lobster, and otbers like the leach, have none. 
Where they have legs tbey have always six or more: Their jaws open later-
ally, and their blood is white, while only a few species have any heart. Their 
nervous systems are only partially developed: of the 5I:nses they have oDly 
those of taste and sight generally, though some of the IDsects have also those 
of hearing and smell. All insects belong to this, which is the largest amoDg 
the four groups spoken of. 
The vertehrata are the highest clas" for it includes all the higher animals 
and the human race. They have their name from the fact that they all have 
an internal skeleton, with a spiDal column running its full length, this spln!U 
column being formed of separate pieces or vertebrae, each filled with lP!lr. 
row. This is a prolongation of tbe braiD matter contained in the skull whhch 
is formed by the enlargement of the spinal column at one end; at' the .ot er 
end, in all animals h~low the human race, this column is prolonged mto a 
tail. From either side of this column, come ribs which meet in a breast-
bone in front, encloshig organs of respiration and nutrition, and attached to 
it are the members of locomotion and action, as the arms and legs of man, 
tbe wings and legs of birds, the fins of fishes. All these skeletons are 
closely wrapped in muscles. • 
The vertebrates have all the special senses, sight, smell, .hearing, taste 
and the sense of touch alI over their bodies. They have red blood, impelIed 
throug~ an intricate chculatory apparatus by a muscular beart. They have. 
two jaws, one above or befQ.re tbe other, set with teeth, and alI possess 
limbs and members in pairs, those on one side of the body corresponding 
to those OD the other side. · -
Wbat is here given the teacher ought to make answer for several les. 
sons, the mode· of imparting these better be left to his preference and 
ingenuity. 
Some people have a fashioo of confusing excellent remeaies with the large 
mass of .• patent medicines, " and in tbis they are guilty of a wrong. There 
are some advertised remedies fully worth all that is asked for them, and ODe 
at least we know of-Hop Bitters. The writer has had occasion to use the 
Bi~ters in ju.t such a cilmate as we have most of the year in Bay City, and 
has always found tbem ~o be first class 'and reliable, doing all that;s claimed 
for them.-Tribun~. -
Dr. ~eo~ard's Hair Book, whicb was issued two years ago at' $2.00 is t!ow 
advertised 10 our columns at $1.00; by the Post & Tribune Job Co., Detroit 
~aving issued a 10,000 edition ~t the re~uced price. This is. a very iDterest: 
109 and valu~b1e book fo.~ the lDform?-t\(~n and valoable receipts it contains, 
and has-recelved very COplOUS and ~ttenng endorsements DY the American 
and European press . generally, . 
DON'T waSte yooreyenings, young man. Valuable kD~wledge' can be ob. 
tained. at H : B. Bryant's Chica.go _Business College. ' , 
'-
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IS PERFECTION DESIRABLE? 
,. I wish I had twenty.five scholars like her," said a , hard· working teacher, 
speaking of a little girl who learned her lessons well and was quiet and 
obedient in school. We suppose every teacher has one, perhaps two or three 
pupils, who, if all the rest were like them, would make school lire one long 
sweet dream. After all, would the teacher enjoy herself as well with never 
a ripple on the stream of school.teaching? Would she not rather have the 
stream tempest.tossed now and then, that she might better enjoy the calm 
when it came again? If the teacher be an earnest one, if she love the:work, 
and no other has any business to teach, she will unconsciously be building 
up a .lovely womanhood, as she toils patiently and carefully with the restless, 
mischievous, stupid bits of humanity entrusted to her care. Her fate is but 
the common fate of all toilers. The clerk soon learns to dread the approach 
of certain customers. The doctor, the patient who is always wanting' his 
medicine, declaring in the same breath that nothing does him any good; the 
. minister 'hi!; fault·finding parishioners, and so on. Even the proud mistress 
of a beautiful home wishes sometimes that all her servants were like her 
faithful Susan. Ah, well! too much sunshine dazzle' , too much quiet wearies. 
Let us wrestle bravely with these .. thorns in the flesh" which give ,zest to 
life and prevent us from dying of ennui. 
rEACHER'S FAVORITES. 
Who are teacher's favorites? We hear two or three bright, careless 
boys or girls say, .. she (or he) is the teacher's favorite. He (or she) can do 
as he has a mind to and the teacher will not notice it." Now, we all have 
our favorites and teachers cannot help having theirs, but in the school.rOom 
all, should be treated the same, if all are equally studious aud obedient. A 
child who Iries to please her teacher in all things, whether she be brilliant 
or not, cannot help finding a wann and tender place in a ' teacher's heart. 
But we do not think a teacher should ever hold up such a child as this in 
comparison with others or as an example. .. Comparisons are odious" and 
the child soon becomes disliked by her playmates and is made uncomforta. 
ble by i~. There are a few teachers, we are sorry to say, who will pet and 
fondle the children of wealthy parents, thus causing those less favored in 
· worldly possessions much envy and bitterness of spirit. lt is needless to 
add no true man or woman will do this. A teacher is often accused of 
.. showing partiality': when she has no thought of doing such a thing. 
A teacher needs to be careful and watchful in the treatment of her favorites. 
In fact she should show no favoritism in the school·room. She must learn 
the art of concealing her feelings; all she needs to do is to administer justice 
faitk/ully and impartially. 
CONCERT RECITATIONS. 
Concert recitations can be used in the school.room to much advantage, but 
!)iey must be used with great discretion, and within reasonable limits. 
Concert recitations are done to death by many teachers, who use them he-
· cause they are easy and the children like them, and who keep 01\ using 
them for no better reason until they have caused serious detriment to the 
school's grade of scholarship. For it is impossible to make the concert 
recitation a test of individual acquirement. It is impossible to prevent the , 
idle pupils from sheltering themselves behind it, relying upon the noise of 
the recitation to conceal the fact that they only follow where others lead, that 
· they do liot repeat half the lesson or sen tence, and perhaps, have no under. 
, standing of it whatever. . 
· The concert method" is especially adapted to young children. They like 
it, the excitement of it and the noise pl~ase Ihem. It also helps very shy 
chlIdren who find it so hard to speak out before the class or school. Then it 
enables the teacher to instruct many more pupils at the same time than by 
any other way, fifty or sixty being tested during the same ti{lle that six could 
he taught individually. Then it gives the skillful teacher an opportunity to 
work upon the emotional nature of children and rouse an enti)usiasm that 
could be wakened in no other way. Besides, the noise of the concerted 
exercise is a help to the memories of little ones, the body of sound making 
. an impression on the ear that aids greatly the recollection . of words. 
And this brings us to the remark that as as concert recitations are aids, to 
the memory rather than the understanding, they should be used for memoriz. 
ing mainly. When the teacher wishes to teach his school a verse or verbaHm 
rule, or to drill them on something already learned, he should use the concert 
method,first calling for an individual repitilion of the line or sentence, then 
for a repitition in concert, and so on, until the whole school has mastered the 
lesson. For this memorizing work, nothhig more 'effective than concert reo 
citing could probably be found. , . '
An old physician, retired from practice, having had placed in his hands by 
an East India missionary'the formula of a simple vegetable remedy fo.r the 
sp~edv and permanent cure for Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, 
and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Ner. 
vous Delibity .... d all Nervous Complaints, after having tested its wonderful 
,curative powers in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make it known 
to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this moti ve and a desire to reiieve hu. 
man sufferin2:, I will send Cree of charge to all who desire it, this recipe, in 
· German; French, or English, with full directions for preparing and using. 
,Sent by mail by ,addressing with stamll, namipg this paper, W. W. SHERAR, 
I4'} Powers' Block, Boclufltr, N,. Y. . ' 
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FUN ON :rHE HEARTH. 
NELLIE M. GARABRANT. 
Snowflake, Bunny, and 'little Bo.peep,' 
All on the hearth. rug, fast asleop. 
Old mother Pussy snug as can be, 
Right in the midst of the Children three. 
Old mother Pussy is shining and black, 
With a long gray stripe on the top of her back. 
Snowflake is white from her ear to her toe, 
And looks like a little round 'ball of snow. 
Queer little Bunny's warm coat 'of fur 
Is brown as the nut in a chestnut burr. 
Little Bo.peep is rose.pink and white, 
His eyes are merry and blue and bright. 
The curls on his head are sunniest gold; 
Bo· peep is a boy just three years old. 
Bo.peep, ,Bunny, and pretty Snowflake, 
All on the hearth.rug, wide awake. 
Bo.peep has a ball tied to a thread- ' 
A ball made of leather, yellow and red. 
He runs, and the kitty-cats after him run, 
While mamma sits by and laughs at the fun. 
-Our Liltk OM. 
CHRISTMAS EVE,' 
How lovely must have bee,n the night 
When, from the silent sky, 
Pure angel vqices sang aloud 
"Glory to God on high! " 
Bright Christmas stars their radiance shed 
Where weary shepherds lay, ' 
And, starting from their dreams, they heard, 
" To you is born this day 
A Savior, who is Christ the Lord! " 
Thus to a world of sbame 
At midnight, centuries ago, 
TJ:ie blessed message came. 
The shepherds listened eagerly, 
Half hopeful, half afraid; 
Then followed where the brightest star 
A gleaming pathway made. 
lt shone before them through the night 
A glowing, steadfast ray, • 
That cheered their hearts and guided them 
To where the young child lay. 
In a manger slept the holy chiJd, 
Within a stable dim; 
For in the homes of Bethlehem 
There was" no room" for Him! 
But high in Heaven that blessed riight, 
Thus did the angels sing : • 
,. Glad tIdings of great joy to you, ' 
Good will and peace we bring! '.' 
And down tbrough all the ages, 
From that land 'so far away, 
These words of glorious promise 
Sound clear to us to.day. 
And so· the dearest festival 
. Of all we keep on earth, 
Is this of Christmas, wben we mark 
The Christ.child's lowly birth. . ' • 
. - Youth's Compa"iOlJ. 
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OBJECT LESSONS. ARITHMETIC ,IN THE KINIiERGARTEN. 
'We have a great deaf saici"iibout using object lessons in the place of text No directions as to how this ' subject' should be taught to 'tlie y!>uiigest 
books, and very well it all sounds. How well it all works, we are not ready pupils can be any more than a mere outline, which the teacher must fi'll 'out 
with his own understanding of method and detail. A successful teacher must 
to say: For it is very easy for a teacher to present an object to his pupils, have much tact and amiability, and an individuality which can impress and 
and ask a stereotyped list of questions about it, but it does not follow from sway the young minds that come within its influence. In no ,other way can 
this tbat the pupils are greatly benefited thereby. He may not have gained he secure the best results from his teaching. 
by this any insight into the' nature of the object, or any real know ledge con. E~en. in ,a ki~de~garten, the teacher finds his work hindered by the .. mechani~ 
_ . . . .. .. cal habit, ' as It might be called, on the part of the scholars. They do what ce~nmg It. This or , that pec.uha~lty .whlch the object P?ssesses . has been .· they are t~ld to do, much a~ tlie puppet obeys the strings which pull hi.m, 
pomted out to the child, but hiS faculties have not been qUickened III any de- entirely Without any conscIOusness tbat their own mental powers are m-
gree, 'no train of thought has been aroused in his mind, and as far as the volved in the work. Here then comes the difficulty, to make the child's 
training of the observing power goes-the real end of object teaching-noth- work an absolute realit~ to his consc.iousness, so that his ment~ operatio~s 
. h " h'b . d . . may be spontaneous, hke the opemng of a flower to tbe sunhght and au 
mg w atever as een game . about it. 
Now an ohject is an object simply, and nothing worth mentioning is gained In teaching the form and use of the numerals, their names, one, two, three, 
by having it present when sollie one talks abou t it, unless the talk is vivify- etc" can also be taught. And at the same time let the child count out the 
ing, awakening stirring. If the teacher has no knowledge about the object requisite number of objec~s called for by each figu:re, anc,i .drill on these until 
. ' .,.' the figures Y, 2, 3, and their names, one, two and three, With the correspond-
of which he speaks,-suppose It IS a piece of cor:>:.!-except what he has ing numbers of objects, one ball, two balls, three balls, ,are permanently and 
gained by a hurried perusal of an article in the encyclopedia, the exercise closely associated in the child's mind. -Counting should be taught by the use 
may be a degree less stupid for the children if he holds up a piece of coral, of objects, balls, books, apples, etc., and by strokes upon the blackboard. 
or passes it around the class,-bu't nothing r.lOre is probably gained. The Show the children that counting ·is simply adding one at 'a time, and giving 
difference between this wooden method of ubject teaching and that of the the name of the result, in pron~lUncing the numbers consecutively. Combi. 
teacber whose thorough knowledge and vividness of description can make nation can thus be taught and as the children advance can be made more 
the children see an object which is not present, is infinite. difficult, as in adding by twos or threes, as far as the class have learned to 
However, we would not , interfere with the object lesson craze, Much count, and also by teaching subtraction. Let all this be done by the use ,of 
good has been and will be done by it, even though much of its teaching is objects or strokes upon the blackboard, remembering that the combination 
. very poor and crude. of numbers in the abstract belongs properly to the child's later development. 
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